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The coming of spring always brings 
with it new beginnings. This cannot be 
truer here at the Sundial. It has been 
a year of transitions for everyone on 
this campus. In managing the comple-
tion of the new campus grounds, and 
anticipating the influx of more students 
in the coming years, the Sundial Press 
has expanded, boosted its editorial 
capacities, and looked towards new 
forms of publishing to keep a closer 
and more reactive pulse on the ground. 
Last semester, we underwent a period 
of self-evaluation, and realised that we 
had to adapt to the growing needs of 
the campus or risk being irrelevant.  
Breaking free from the confines of an 
“information provider” on campus, 
we sought to reinvent ourselves with a 
more critical, spontaneous and engaged 
perspective. To do so, we launched 
the Sundial Bulletin, a refreshing take 
on our editorial stance which saw 
the arrival of “guest editors” who run 
themed-based issues, scoping a more 
independent outlook. This allowed us 
to surf the student beat, and shape our 
content according to rising trends of 
campus opinion. The SundialTV, redis-
covering the strength of visual media, 
has also picked up our oft-neglected 
Youtube channel and created for itself 
a bold new image, covering campus 
events, interviews with students and 
faculty, and of course, immortalising 
memories worth reminiscing. 

As for the Sundial magazine, we are back 
with a bumper issue, proudly ushering in 
the presence of the new campus. Behind 
the facade of this stunning edifice, we hope 
to pierce right at the heart of what makes 
this campus really “new”: its students. 
How will the Euro-American campus hold 
up against the devolution of powers from 
Paris, and establish its own unique identity 
within the French grandes écoles land-
scape? How will this campus work better 
with the city of Reims, to accommodate 
town versus gown relations, in light of the 
sensationalisation of the campus’ reported 
100 million euro price tag and the perpet-
uation of its élite image in the municipal 
papers?

As always, we hope to offer diversity of 
opinions as a countercurrent to these 
myths and popular perceptions of what 
a sciencespiste is and is not. No college is 
complete without a strong and reliable 
journalistic presence, above all a school of 
government that prides itself on forming 
future leaders and professionals in all 
sectors of international society. We have 
our past editors to thank for having kept 
the pace with excellent reporting in the 
past, but it is time to go much further, not 
just to give the school the information it 
needs, but the students the views and ideas 
they desire. 

Elizabeth Hiss & Leon Yuchin Lau ☐
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15€ Approximate amount spent by the list “Beyond Beyond 
Beavers” in their unsuccessful bid to become the new BDE. 

The winners outspent them by 817€.

“There’s a reason la France rhymes with vacances...”
ANONYMOUS STUDENT on Facebook while dealing with the transport and commercial shutdown on Labor Day 

which ironically meant the Day of No Labor.

56 

UN SECRETARY GENERAL BAN        
KI-MOON,  speaking about his wife to a group of Sciences 

Po students in April

Videos uploaded by our sister organization, 
the Sundial TV, on their YouTube channel, 
including some from their series “The Look” 

& “Via Con Me.”

Some of  the new group projects 
active on campus this year.

AMOUNT NEEDED FOR NEW 
CAMPUS TOTEM 
raised by the UVs via the crowd-
funding site ulule

600

“I like to call her ‘mon petit chou.’”
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APRIL FOOLS’!
The school’s computer systems suffered a Nicolas Cage-themed virus 
as a poisson d’avril. Notably, Professor Grossman (first year political 
science lecturer) fell victim during his Wednesday lecture, as Rick 
Astley’s “Never Gonna Give You Up” began streaming during his wise 

commentary about political competition.

Unframed  
Exemplifying cenophile tradition 
and keeping the campus update with  
all the latest happenings and movie 
gossip.

The Couch Potatoes
Whether selective procrastination or 
an evening of your favourite weekly 
update, the Couch Potatoes have you 
covered zith all the latest episodes.

CYOC
We`ve all had a chance to experiance the 
wonderful, frantic and often terrifying 
feelings at the beginning of our Sciences Po 
careers. CYOC, or See (C) You on Campus, 
was created this year with the intention to 
give the newest Sciences Pistes the best help 
they can get in their entry into our campus.
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The phrase “town and gown” is actually a cen-
turies-old saying. During the middle ages, the 
students (and more broadly the university folk 
as a whole) often held minor clerical status; and 
thus wore gowns. Not only were they distinctive 
clothes, but those gowns also were a symbol of a 

A CASE OF 
TOWNIES V.  GOWNIES?

here and there. Do we think we are better than them, or 
are we victims of an unbreachable divide because of the 
general status of our school? Are we behaving as the in-
heritors Bourdieu owes his recognition to, unable to 
find any viable interest in associating with plebeians?
 
Reality is more complex than any of these theories. Feel-
ing shame for ourselves and our social origins – which 
are far from being homogenous, contrarily to the cliché 
viewpoint one may adopt – is not the right way to under-
stand this townie and gownie problem. It is not only some 
complex mind scheme that we pride or shame ourselves 
with according to the time of the day. Townies themselves 
have issues with our institution: take the recent example 
of l’Union, Reims’ official newspaper, which published 
several articles (often misleading and on the verge of dis-
honesty) denouncing the exorbitant costs engaged by the 
town for our school. It seems unrealistic that the cause of 
this hostility stems only from we, the gownies, once you 
have skimmed through their vehement and biased over-
statements. Furthermore, in terms of personal experi-
ence, I have rarely been able to sit at a café’s terrace with 
non-French speaking buddies without overhearing an un-
pleasant remark on how privileged and posh we sounded.
 
Should we withdraw from such an apparently uncomfort-
able horizon? Is this case of gownies and townies ineluctable 
and unchangeable? Call me an idealist, but I firmly believe 
that it isn’t. Our campus is growing and its population di-
versifying more and more. The very change of our gownie 
environment calls for a transformation in our relation with 
our townies. We cannot keep on shutting ourselves off from 
Reims’ everyday life. We cannot avoid the problem by liv-
ing in a one-kilometer radius marked by on one end by Sci-
ences Po’s red doors and on the other by our apartment’s 
windows. A change has already begun to occur because 
of the economic interests of local shopkeepers, but a lay-
er of sympathy and friendliness needs to be added to this 
seemingly cold relationship. It is our duty to maintain and 
enhance this link for two reasons: first because it will lead 
to a more peaceful and better situation for both us gown-
ies and them townies, and secondly because breaking once 
and for all our nasty infamy of being a closed, elitist bunch 
of young individuals is definitely a goal to strive for. ☐

T
higher social status compared to the “townies”, or the town-
folk. The tensions caused by the divide between university 
students and scholars compared to their counterparts even 
led to violent confrontations. At the University of Oxford 
in 1355, local citizens attacked, wounded, and killed hun-
dreds of students and scholars during a two-day brawl relat-
ed to the tension between the two communities. Today, vi-
olent uprisings such as the Oxford incident are rare, yet the 
dichotomy of town and gown has not disappeared. In the 
contemporary use of the term, the website Urban Dictionary 
describes the gownie as “a scholar from one of the greatest 
universities in the country who are looked upon jealousy by 
townies, who feel inferior to the superior gownie intellect”.
 
Nothing new under the sun… Or so it would seem. This ev-
erlasting “us and them” schemata seems to fit perfectly our 
very own community, the Sciences Po bubble, compared to 
the broader population of Reims’ inhabitants. I do not claim 
to speak on behalf of all Sciences Po students here in Re-
ims, since some may be very well integrated in our city, but 
I do not feel out of line when stating the obvious: Sciences 
Po students stand apart from the broader student popula-
tion. We do not attend the same parties and barely meet in 
very formal occasions – a “concours d’éloquence” in Neoma 

Marion Lefèvre
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WHERE AM I, ANYWAY?

here,” asks the man sporting a rainbow scarf 
and British accent, “is the nearest exit?”
Which is, like the locations of cof-
fee machines, window seats, 

Now for some bite-sized essential information:
Best Bathrooms: Admin bathrooms in the F wing. Unlike those 
in G floor 2, they have a mirror and artistic tiling. However, there 
are no smoke detectors like there are in G, where you should 
be sure to leave the bathroom before you light your cigarette.
Best Elevator: The one next to the library entrance. Go 
up to I floor 2 and turn left for access to the H and (even-
tually) G wings, or if you want to be really adventur-
ous instead of going to lecture, check out H floor 3, 
which has these ceiling beams straight from The Hobbit.
Number of ancient Jesuit washbasins: 3
Number of glass-covered gravel pits in the library: 18 (we all 
know this is where you go if you return a book past its due 
date.)
Number of fire exits I tried to open: 4
Number of door alarms I set off: 6
At the end of my journey, I made a momentous discovery: 
when first walking through those iconic red doors, you can 
either go:
1.  Straight to the Peniche
2.  Right into the F Wing
3.  Left into the A Wing
4.  Turn around and go home
I was about to try entering A, since the door I saw leading 
to it in E was locked, but a group of adults were walking to-
wards me looking suspicious so I immediately looked as lost 
and foreign as possible.
Stay tuned. ☐
 

“W
and drinking water, an excellent thing to know. 
Fortunately, our British hero quickly deduced that instead 
of exiting directly to the back of the library through the 
green door next to the ancient Jesuit washbasin, I was try-
ing to show him the way out of the building via the fire exit.
However, not all of us are fortunate enough to find our own 
version of Sherlock Holmes wandering the halls. For those of 
you who don’t want to spend any more time wondering why 
it’s easier to find the E stairwell when going down than go-
ing up, I got as lost as could be for three straight hours to 
bring you this edition of Dazed and Confused: SciPo Style.
The only campus map in front of the only working library en-
trance was, at the time of writing, artistically covered by an “All 
Proceeds go to RIMUN” sign; to be honest, the presence of the 
sign did not affect the unhelpfulness of the the map in the slight-
est. Make the campus as glassy and modern as you want, SciPo, 
but give me a 3-D map and I will inevitably try to get to the E 
wing by going through the mural in the room past the Peniche.
I swear on pain au chocolat that the surest way to the E Wing is 
through the elevator in the Peniche; if you mistakenly take the 
elevator next to the library entrance, you can only access the I, H, 
and G wings, and that’s only if you stop off at floor 2 and go straight 
and left along the hallway until you get to H floor 2, which then 
connects to G floor 2 where you can go down to the library and 
hide for a bit until your brain settles down from all the confusion.
However, the best way down from E is the staircase that 
you get to once going past E 203; it goes down to the cafete-
ria, past the empty security booth, where you can sit in a lime 
green chair drinking your café crème until you’re ready to 
brave the stairwell again. Once you do, go back up to E which, 
for some unknown reason, is above F and on the same lev-
el as A. C Zone is missing in action entirely; I will suspect it 
is the tree in the middle of the library until further notice. 
Anyhow, your favorite ancient hangout spot is still open to the 
public: to get to the old library, just go down past E 202, through 
the old moldy doors, and up the old stairs, where you can rem-
inisce about Silve lectures of years past. While trying to get out 
of this sandstone labyrinth, I stumbled into a different part of E, 
E 101, which overlooked the Peniche, making it ideal to spy on 
admins in their classy lounge if you’re into that sort of thing.   
To those who resent the aforementioned classy admin 
lounge, fear not: while the view of bustling student activi-
ties is nothing less than prime, the odd mushroom-shaped 
stools of synthetic fabric are ridiculously uncomfortable. 

Alissa Kruidenier

“Number of ancient Jesuit washba-
sins: 3
Number of glass-covered gravel 
pits in the library: 18 (we all know 
this is where you go if you return a 
book past its due date.)
Number of fire exits I tried to open: 
4
Number of door alarms I set off: 6”
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so here we are again. With the end of the uni-
versity year looming, the 2As are excited and 
ready for a year abroad and the 1As preparing 
to slip into their places. The association elec-
tions have happened, the next year is primed 
and ready and both have polished off their 

final classes anticipating the summer, and awaiting the 
next univeristy  year.  The momentum isn’t finished, just 
as spring has (finally) arrived, the campus is quietly pre-
paring for dramatic new introductions at Sciences Po, 
Campus de Reims. Looking back on the year of 2014-
2015, the continuum is clear. For the first years, what 
used to be so new: Sciences Po methodology, the daily 
onslaught of navigating unfamiliar French society for 
the internationals and Reims for the native French, and 
indeed, getting to know each of the 200 strong cohort, 
has now become second nature.  In the second year co-
hort, adapting to the new campus that had taunted with 
construction noise and slipping into a new program of 
study to prepare for their third year abroad, has been 
an exciting transition. The dust has settled - but not for 
long. There’s more still to come in the spring, and indeed 
for the future of Sciences Po Euro-American campus. 
 2014-2015 has been a year of massive 
growth for our campus, with the expansion of the 
dual-degree programs, an increase in the num-
ber of students and the opening of new facilities. 
Spring semester commenced with the opening of the 
new campus, a relief and an exciting new develop-
ment in the 5 year long plan for campus development. 
At this point in the year, the new shine of confusion 
may have finally worn off in terms of navigation (or 
perhaps not, as you’ll see later on),  but the new facil-
ities continue to impress. There are little elements of 
the campus to be noticed each day; a door you never 
new existed, a winged drain pipe (yes, you heard me 
right), or a hidden corridor, but rest assured, no ghosts 

S roam these halls. The new campus is very much alive. 
 The spring change has brought students and 
teachers out of doors into the courtyard at the centre of 
the campus, after what can only be said to be months of 
hibernation in the library. The new amphitheatre, which 
can now house the largest cohort the campus has ever seen 
will have to cater to an even larger one next year, with the 
construction of a 600 strong auditorium on the agenda for 
the 2016-2017 unveiling. This week, the campus commu-
nity will come together for the inauguration of the new 
Campus de Reims which, attended by dignitaries and rep-
resentatives of the university will commemorate the mid-
dle stages of the work begun at the campus opening in 
2010. With the plans for building already moving on to 
next stages with this new opening, Campus de Reims is 
set to become the premiere undergraduate campus in the 
coming stages - although no longer just Euro-American. 
 In the fall the 2As and new 1As will be greeted by the 
members of the Euro-African Programme who will join us 
from Paris. The meeting of the two campuses will be a new 
life to a previously small and enclosed cohort (not to men-
tion Minicrit training), but a new and welcoming expansion 
of the campus community. The bureaux for the 2015-2016 
year have been formed as the point for integration between 
our two campuses. Moulding two perviously separate enti-
ties will be a challenge, but I’m sure we’ll see great things to 
come from our 2015 student administration. The growth of 
our campus population from 400 to almost 700 strong will 
bring with it new opportunities to integrate ideas, projects 
and the opportunities for more course choices for both the 
Euro-Africans and the Euro-Americans. Of course there will 
be a little more intercampus competition now they we’re in 
the same place - needless to say, Reims won’t know what hit it. 
 As  the year draws to a close and the 2As busily 
prepare for their next year abroad, there’s a sense of nos-
talgia around campus. How could it have happened so fast? 

FEATURE 
Joanna Lancashire
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When did those two years turn into one, and then none at 
all? Even the 1As marvel at how only a short time ago we 
struggled with the concept of a problematique,  how it seems 
as if only yesterday we were all moving into our respective 
new appartments in eager anticiatpion of what was to come. 
Its not regret; those moving on will no doubt miss what they 
one had, but theyre ready  for a change, for something new. 
 The campus may not look the same as it did when 
they first arrived, but over the past two years its safe to say 
that the second year cohort has made their mark. Moving 
on to an experience outside of France, they’re taking with 
them two years of friendship, academic learning, and of 
course, a little bit of Beaver spirit to keep them going. Head-
ing off to different corners of the globe they will pass next 
year in North America, The United Kingdom, central  and 
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western Europe as they bid Reims goodbye for now. Wheth-
er or not they are returning to Sciences Po for their fourth 
year, its safe to expect great things in their academic and pro-
fessional careers. They will certainly be missed. Meanwhile, 
in preparation for a new generation of Remois, the 1As are 
stepping up into their positions at the top of the school and 
getting ready for a new academic program to take them to-
ward third year.  The exams aare finished,  the year has dran-
wn to a closse and we can now all look  back trumphantly  
(maybe with a bit of disbelief) about how quickly the year 
has flown by. What is in store for the summer?  The majori-
ty of the first years will be fullfilling their requirements with 
their stage de terrain, while the second years will take the 
time to fullfil an internship of their own, or with any luck, 
a bit of rest  and relaxation after another challenging year.
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 While we can reflect on the speed and the momen-
tum that the campus is evolving, its important to acknowledge 
our humble beginnings. Though the huildings may be old-
er than than the country’s of some students, the progral, and 
campus of Sciences Po Euro-American opened only in 2010.  
 For many students, one of the main drawing factors of 
studying in Europe is the historical gravitas of studying some-
where that for many of the internationals is a new and foreign 
concept: Old.Founded in 1606, the College de Jesuits has been 
the academic home to some of the greatest minds in French 
history (and hopefully in the future) including Jean-Baptiste 
Colbert, Nicholas de Condorcet and Jacques Marquette. If you 
can manage to drag yourself up the stairs, the Jesuit library 
awaits you, now often forgotten next to the shiny glass win-
dows of Matthew Baker’s humble abode. Adorned with Lat-
in phrases of pure academia, of philosophy, mathematics and 
history, the old library is a memorabilia of a time when the 
College was a centre of scholarité in Northern France. Today’s 
campus still holds the same academic prowess under Machia-
velli’s fox and lion as an arm of L’Institute d’etudes Politiques 
de Paris, or Sciences Po under its much less pretentious nale; 
but it is much more then the centre of pure academia that is 
reflected in the walls of the old library. As part of a network of 
eight campuses that cover both geographic and academic spe-
cialization in the social sciences from Economics to Political 
Science, language and art, Sciences Po, and our campus in par-
ticular, has partnerships with the best universities in the world.

Reims itself also, has special significance to our Euro-Ameri-
can heritage. Wrought with destruction during two World 
Wars, Reims is a place that has come to signify the special re-
lationship between France and the United States. Without 

enormous amounts of funding brought by the Rockefel-
ler family and the United States government that helped 
to forge franco-American relations and establish Sci-
ences Po Campus Euro-American might not exist today. 
Take the time to explore it, you too might learn 
something new about the place that you live, or dis-
cover a new hideaway you never knew existed. 
 Here, we live in a state of perpetual change. As a stu-
dent, our time here is intensive and fleeting, with only two 
short years before we find ourselves leaving. After all, tell most 
people in nNorth America that your degree is only  3 years and 
they will be amazed notwithstanding the fact that we spend 
only 2 years of it here in Reims before heading off abroad. 
 Often we forget to notice the new, to experience 
what we should or spend time with the people we should 
have. In such a small campus, its easy  to be friends with 
everyone, and the closeness leans that the strength of these 
friendships will endure even after we have all gone our sep-
arate ways. Wherever you go in the world you`ll always 
have a friend to keep, and hopefully a couch to sleep on!  
 The friends we make, and the knowledge we de-
velop endure past our time in Reims, most of all in the im-
pact we’ve been able to make in our time here. In a place 
of such strong historical significance and strength, it isn’t  
difficult to see why. The red doors might close for the sum-
mer soon, but there’s much more on the horizon for Sci-
ences Po, Campus de Reims, especially when we consid-
er what, and more importantly who, we’re bringing back. 

After all, new in our small, beautiful  campus  isn’t in the place, 
however much we may appreciate it: new is in the people. ☐ 
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ON HALLOWED GROUND
A visual history of the halls we walk. 

1606
King Henri IV approves Nicolas Brûlart de Sillery’s 
request to build a Jesuit college in Reims.

1615
The Jesuits buy and destroy 
le prieuré Saint-Maurice to  
expand their campus.

1630s
Jean-Baptiste Colbert studies at 
the college, which has grown to 
hold 1,000 students.

1754
At the age of 11 years old, a young 
Nicolas de Condorcet  begins          
attending the college.

1650s
Jacques Marquette studies at the 
college before becoming a mis-
sionary and explorer in the newly 
discovered Americas.

1994

1921

1914
During WWI, the campus is used as 
a hospital. Despite the destruction 
of most of the city, it is untouched.

The staircase of the building         
becomes a historical monument, 
with the vines on the walls follow-
ing suit in 1933.

The old library is used in the film 
La Reine Margot for several scenes.2009

Sciences Po signs an agreement with la Ville de Reims, le 
Conseil général de la Marne and le Conseil régional de Cham-
pagne-Ardenne to restore the buildings.
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        SCENES OF SPRING          NEW CAMPUS EDITION

Paved with good intentions: the green space on campus attracts students on sunny days, when temperatures have reached 
up to 25°C. It has also attracted red beetles, which congregate around the tree trunks. When the lawn was watered in mid-
April, the space attracted something just as natural for this Sciences Po campus : some good-natured Facebook controversy.

Locked up: a few bicycles rest chained outside the now-iconic red doors of the St. Maurice entrance to the campus. The 
same doors are now the passing point into a more secure campus, with security guards requiring identification at entry, 
and specific buildings restricted to those carrying a Sciences Po magnetized identification card.
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        SCENES OF SPRING          NEW CAMPUS EDITION

Shiny happy people: students can enjoy studying inside the reflective new library space. Natural light floods the space 
throughout the day, and plenty of reservable rooms and study carrels accomodate learners seeking a little privacy.

The long and court of it: the cen-
ter courtyard of the campus has 
already become a dining space, a 
public forum, a meeting place, a 
study center, a tanning salon, a 
market, and a war zone during 
the competitive round of spoon 
assassain. 

Photos by Joanna Lancashire
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FACES OF RIMUN

 Beneath the glow of 12 chandeliers at the mairie in Reims, the RIMUN team welcomed more than 300 delegates from 
around the world to its fourth annual conference on February 13, 2015. The opening ceremonies highlighted the effort and ded-
ication of Reims International Model United Nations team members, while introducing the events of the weekend. The student 
executives of RIMUN on campus, Louis Hemmerlé and Romane Belikov; the adjointe au maire, Veronique Marchet; and director of 
Sciences Po Campus de Reims, Nathalie Jacquet, all expressed their hopes for the upcoming two days of conference. Each speaker 
highlighted the importance of RIMUN in shaping delegates for their roles of international importance in the future. Madame Mar-
chet, the première adjointe au maire, expressed these sentiments in saying that students must “comprendre le monde pour l’amélior-
er.” Mrs. Jacquet also noted the diversity of RIMUN delegates, recognizing teams from Turkey, Palestine, Nepal, and England. 
 The ceremonies then passed to the remarks of the keynote speaker, Her Excellency Emmanuelle D’Achon, a Scienc-
es Po graduate and former French ambassador to Ireland. Her Excellency shared insider details of a diplomat’s life, her own ca-
reer, and French diplomacy today. She finished with an eloquent call for women to participate in international relations.
 After Louise and Romane declared RIMUN officially open, a rush to the champagne began. In the grand hall, decorated 
with impressive marble reliefs, eager attendees gathered over the Reims specialty, speaking in a variety of languages and accents. 
The delegates experienced their first diplomatic negotiations in the aggressive scramble for hors d’oeuvres. If their strategic jos-
tling for positions closest to the appetizers was any indication, RIMUN 2015 would be an intense and energetic conference. ☐

Sarah Klena 
with Leon Yuchin Lau

JUSTAS
from Sciences Po Reims
Russia (crisis)
“I’m doing RIMUN because it’s  fun to have aggressive 
debates”

MARIE
from Sciences Po Poitiers
Liberia (EIS committee) 
“my first MUN experience”
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BENOIT
from Sciences Po Reims
part of the RIMUN team 
“we set out more than 300 chairs!”

SERAFINE
from Sciences Po Nancy

Malaysia (security council)
“I wanted to see the Reims campus and hear people 

speak English”

FRANZ
from Sciences Po Nancy

France (sochum)
“Nobody from Reims came to Nancy MUN!”

RUBY
from ULIP
Syria (social, humanitarian culture)
“I’m doing RIMUN to find out more about what’s going 
on in the world”
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VOICES OF EXCHANGE
a collaboration with the journalism exchange program

         Mary Kaleta,
University of Missouri

I  had to have a blood transfusion, 
and this wasn’t the first time. I’d 
seen my blood change from blue 
and yellow in middle school to hues 
of green and white in high school. 

 When I started attending the University of Mis-
souri (Mizzou) in 2012, I was extremely excited to be 
part of a university rich with tradition. Mizzou is the 
school that invented the tradition of homecoming, the 
first state university in Thomas Jefferson’s Louisiana Pur-
chase territory, and is home to the world’s first collegiate 
journalism program. I was proud to know I would join 
the nearly 300,000 alumni who bleed black and gold. 
 But temporarily, I’ve chosen to bleed purple and 
white. 
 Red brick buildings and five giant columns have 
been replaced with white walls and green doorways. 
A student body of 35,000 students has been traded for 
350; and a campus that passed a “No Smoking” policy 
in 2013 has been swapped for a campus where teachers 
give 10 minute breaks mid-lecture for students to smoke.
 The differences don’t stop there. In 
fact Mizzou and Sciences Po couldn’t be fur-
ther from one another–and I’m not just talking 
about the physical difference of over 4,000 miles.
 I had grown accustomed to in temperatures -8 
to 90 degrees Fahrenheit across a 1,262-acre campus. I’ve 
met another student just to never see them again on nu-
merous occasions. I thought nothing was odd about being 
a part of a large Greek system that includes 15 sororities 
and 24 fraternities. I loved knowing I was attending the 
same journalism school as Brad Pitt. I enjoyed waking 
up at 8 a.m. on Saturdays just to tailgate outside a sta-
dium that holds over 70,000 people and cheering on a 
team that plays in the best conference of college football.
In the nearly three years that I’ve spent at Mizzou, I’ve 
been living the typical American college life. It’s been 
one hell of a ride, but the time I’ve spent at Sciences Po 
has shown me that not everything about it is perfect. 
 My first day at Sciences Po was weird. I re-
member walking around trying to find a water foun-
tain only to give up, my thirst never quenched. There 
were several awkward moments of stares from stu-
dents as they watched myself and other Mizzou kids 
walk by, laughing and being loud. I really didn’t like the 
idea of having to follow the Sciences Po method for es-

says and presentations, and I was slightly overwhelmed by the 
fact that not a single person was wearing sweatpants to class.
 There were definitely moments when I wanted to pack 
my things, get on a plane, and go back to everything I knew. That’s 
when it hit me. Going back to what I knew - to what was normal 
- wouldn’t change a thing. It wouldn’t make me a better person.
 Since then, everything has slowly adjusted. I’m still mas-
tering the idea of having to be quiet; understanding that there are 
multiple student organizations that exist in part to throw parties; 
and remembering that La Cave au Pain is closed on Wednesdays. 
 But on the bright side, I’ve learned.
 I’ve learned to make the conscious decision to car-
ry a water bottle around with me; and to accept the idea that a 
day probably won’t pass where I don’t see the entire student 
population. I’ve learned to love that I’ll never have a class with 
more than 20 people, that students really support each oth-
er in all the organizations, and that a single Facebook page 
exists for the entire school community. I’ve learned to ap-
preciate the Sciences Po library, the vending machines that 
only work half the time, and the yoga class that’s all in French. 
 I can honestly say that Sciences Po isn’t what I expected - 
and that’s the best part. It’s better than I imagined; better than I’d 
ever want it to be. I came here thinking I’d improve my French and 
spend a lot of time partying without learning too many things. 
While I’ve definitely partied, I’ve realized that I have a lot to learn. 
 There will always be things that frustrate me, and things I 
will desperately miss from home (like my dog, Peaches). But if I move 
back to Chicago in June with the understanding of what’s import-
ant in life, with the idea of how to take a moment to realize life’s little 
pleasures, to just say “c’est pas grave,” then I think it’ll all be worth it.
 My experiences with SciencesPo are ultimately short 
lived; I guess that’s the bittersweet part of the “study abroad” expe-
rience. For the rest of you, the ones who get to stay, here’s my advice: 
enjoy every minute. Learn to appreciate the fact that you can go 
between all of your classes without having to freeze outside. Love 
that you have the opportunity to make lifelong connections with 
your classmates and professors. Laugh about your biggest prob-
lem being a 20-minute presentation or a rejection from the Vogue. 
 Most importantly, don’t be afraid to step outside your 
own boundaries, because soon enough, you’ll be an exchange 
student too. ☐
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n a Thursday afternoon in mid-April, after 
laboring over a two hour long French exam, 
students in Mme. Rigeade’s French IV course 
were surprised - for many of them, not in the 
positive sense - by some unexpected content in 
their inboxes. Sitting in their “unread messag-

es,” highlighted in bold, was a short email with an attachment 
entitled “Lecture des vacances…” The inevitable, popping 
up in the inboxes of non-Francophones all around campus, 
had finally arrived. French summer reading homework.   
 Students taking French as a foreign language 
should anticipate more initiatives directed at them from 
the FLE (français langue étrangère) department in the com-
ing year.  Starting with the Spring 2015 semester, a French 
elective was offered to non-native speakers, who were aid-
ed with an accompanying supplementary French IV class. 
Starting next fall for this trial program will be put into full 
effect. Students who are placed into French IV at the be-
ginning of the year will take a French class in the fall and 
an elective in the spring, similar to the experience of the 
students in the trial period this year. Those students who 
have already completed French four can look forward to 
participating in additional French electives next semester, 
albeit without the additional supplementary French lan-
guage class. These changes have been announced and un-
veiled throughout the course of this year, with the success 
of the trial program attesting to the French program’s hope 
to expand outside of the traditional language classroom.
This year’s pilot program included first and second-year stu-
dents, who took part voluntarily in the program after a se-
mester of French IV last semester. First years were enrolled 
in M. Pividori’s course “La Guerre au XXe Siècle,” forming 
about a third of the class and participating in the same as-
signments and presentations as their peers. Their supple-
mentary French language class supported their assignments, 
with grammatical and other exercises geared specifically to-
wards the assignments in the elective course: for example, 
sessions on methodology and an editing workshop devoted 
to the major assignment of the course, a 4,000 word paper. 
 Additionally, the French department has shown 
an increased interest in ensuring that foreign language stu-
dents maintain their French language levels outside of the 
classroom. The initiative mentioned above encompasses 

the summer holidays; with all students expected to complete 
weekly questions about a given book, to be submitted to their 
French teacher throughout the course of the entire summer. 
The Rotaract Club on campus has paired with the administra-
tion in order to help international students meet and interact 
with families from Reims and the surrounding areas. Plays 
and other off-campus events have been scheduled with the 
help of organizations linked indirectly to Sciences Po, to pro-
vide further opportunities for students to explore the French 
language and culture outside the context of a language course. 
 The growing intensity of the French program on cam-
pus has been the subject of some student grumbling, as languag-
es are not core courses but often require a large commitment of 
time and effort. However, most students do not question the 
principle that studying in France should entail garnering an 
understanding of the French language. Support for this idea 
has come from not just the French. Dean Awn, known to stu-
dents participating in the Dual BA Program with Columbia 
University as the dean of Columbia’s School of General Stud-
ies, has always been insistent that part of coming to France for 
university should entail learning substantial French. For him, it 
is a central part of the experience of studying abroad. His sup-
port is not unnoticed, seeing as the Dual BA Programs furnish 
the largest group of non-native French speakers on campus. 
 The obvious fact is that learning a foreign lan-
guage is not just a measure of grammar and vocabulary, 
though both of those will be ameliorated through an elec-
tive in French. Learning through experience and application 
are some of the most important parts of becoming a more 
fluent (and more fluid) speaker of any language; includ-
ing your native one. Academic vocabulary, specific terms 
learned in courses (escarmouche, or skirmish, was a favorite 
in La Guerre au XXe Siècle, and the opportunity to listen to 
French, take notes in French, and write in French all while 
learning a new subject matter are admirable skills. After all, 
the majority of the campus is already engaged in this sort of 
activity - though their language of study is of course English.
 The added burden of French summer reading home-
work may seem like a nuisance for the time being, but it is certain 
that the year to come will bring those non-native French speak-
ers on campus even more bold surprises in their inboxes. ☐
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nlike the many who descend 
in sweaty hordes on the city 
each summer, armed with 
infinite megapixels slung 

over the shoulder and throwaway ‘oohs’ 
and ‘aahs’, I didn’t fall in love with Par-
is the first time. My first visit to the capi-
tal happened in 2007 at fifteen, as I was 
teetering on that annoying threshold of 
adolescence masquerading as maturity.
 Arriving on a grey November 
morning, I was promptly whisked away on 
a bus of students on a whirlwind tour of the 
major sights — this included a mandatory 
canter through the Louvre, complete with 
about two seconds of face-time with the 
Mona Lisa, hibernating under reinforced 
glass. By the end of that day, mostly wet 
and icy, I thought that Paris would have 
been better preserved on a postcard. There 
exists, of course, the well-known Paris syn-
drome, symptomatic of tourists who arrive 
in France with delusions of grandeur, only 
to be mired in minefields of poo on the 
trottoirs (dog or human, we’ll never know). 
But no, it has never been a question for 
me whether Paris deserved all of its acco-
lades throughout history. It was, and still is, 
grand and breathtakingly beautiful with its 
streetlamps and boulevards — yet, to me, 
Paris remained submerged under a sense 
of lethargy, haunted by a fading pompous-
ness since the grudging end of the French 
empire. Simply put, Paris seemed to be the 
rich pretty boy in class who always got what 
he wanted, and so never saw a need for 
effort or grades, nor to hang out with the 
rest he considered less naturally endowed.
 By the time I returned in late 2013 
to begin my studies here, France had sunk 
further into its own brand of defeatism 
that some refer to as nombrilisme, literal-
ly, navel-gazing. Before the Charlie Heb-
do attacks that would rally the nation and 
bring an estimated 3.7 million out onto the 
streets, one book that climbed the nation-
al bestsellers chart was depressively titled 

Le suicide français, ‘The French Suicide’ 
by Eric Zemmour, a public figure known 
adoringly by the French as a polémiste. In 
other words, he pisses people off for a liv-
ing on TV, usually by raging about how 
the Gallic nation is slipping further down 
the gutter, or how unstoppable the Mus-
lim encroachment of France has become. 
In the same vein, another writer, Michel 
Houellebecq, published his utopia/dysto-
pia novel ‘The Submission’ on 7 January, 
the very day of the terror attacks, explor-
ing the possibility of France electing a 
populist Muslim president in 2022 — pre-
sumably the stuff of nightmares, its raison 
d’être meant to polarize, anger, and terrify.
 The very existence of these char-
acters in the public sphere in recent years 
might lead a casual observer to remark on 
the already fractured and precarious state of 

the Republic, whose ideals, inherited from 
the Revolution, are now criticised as being 
increasingly sclerotic to real problems on 
the ground: immigration, ethnic clivages, 
social and territorial integration, and now, 
lethal Islamic fundamentalism. Indeed, the 
works mentioned capitalise on this spiral-
ling gyre of pessimism, creating the fuel 
that has led to more outcry. Then there are 
the naysayers, who attempt to link the gen-
eral decline of the country within the larger 
failings of the European project. With that, 
a whole other case of issues surfaces: EU 
bureaucratic incompetence, the ceding of 
sovereignty, loss of national identity, etc.
  Yet, in the days after Charlie Heb-
do and the conclusion of two hostage cri-
ses that saw the nation jolt up in fright and 
solidarity, all such talk, previously a fixture 
of public rhetoric for years, dissipated al-
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most overnight. In its place came strident 
citizens of all ages, colours and confessions, 
transforming every major city in the country 
into a display of republican pride. Even more 
impressively, French president François Hol-
lande, hitherto lampooned pitilessly by his 
own people and trapped in the archetype 
of the ‘sick man of Europe’, with his droopy 
eyes and unauthoritative manner of speech, 
drummed up an impressive parade of more 
than 50 world leaders, who all converged on 
a Parisian boulevard in a march of ‘republi-
can solidarity’ against the terror attacks. In a 
speech announcing the Sunday procession, 
Hollande even expressly declared that Paris 
would be known henceforth as the ‘capital 
of the world’. How did Paris, the pretty boy 
in class, haughty and stifling a yawn, sud-
denly turn into the class president, bursting 
with gusto and shaking everybody’s hand?
 After returning to the city time and 
again in the past years, it dawned on me why 
Paris was both enchanting and repelling. It is 
a city buckling under the weight of its impe-
rial arrogance, a city sprung from the excess-
es of power, adorned by the extravagance 
still radiating from stones and carvings — in 
the Pantheon, the Assemblée Nationale, and 
the tomb of Napoleon, a superman once rid-
ing the crest of the European continent as 
if he were immortal. And Paris naturally, a 
city he desired to reflect his own image, was 
also to be immortal. To that end, the capital 
established itself as the inheritor of art, com-
merce and culture, and in the later centu-
ries, the proud mother of her colonial sons.
 Because of that, Paris has never 

been able to fully relinquish its claim as the 
centre of the world after ceding its place to 
London, and then Washington. For centu-
ries, France was fattened on the knowledge 
that its democracy was the one model that 
everyone else in the world desired. It values 
were what made its empire strong; its insti-
tutions were what exported this strength, 
and made the nation exceptional. When 
Hollande took his first stride on Boule-
vard Voltaire at the start of that republican 
march, those were perhaps not the exact 
renderings of his thoughts. But somewhere 
under that veneer of dignity regained is 
the desperate shove of a leader to get back 
to the forefront of global authority, to rep-
resent a nation that has rudely woken up 
from a dream nestled on centuries of West-
ern complacency. The pretty boy found his 
privilege slipping away, and he would jump 
in the fray to fight tooth and nail to defend it.
 The attacks hit France where it fi-
nally hurt. Slapped awake from her slumber, 
the entire country bristled with immense in-
dignation at a ragtag bunch of infidels who 
slipped into Paris on a Wednesday morn-
ing, and callously fired at an institution that 
was part of a bigger national ideal. It was an 
ideal of centuries of world power and pre-
eminence, one that had set the standard 
for democratic systems all over the world, 
and this time its primary and hallowed gift 
to the world, free speech, was thrown back 
to its palace, ripped and muddied. In “The 
Reluctant Fundamentalist”, one of the most 
intriguing parts comes when Mohsin Hamid 
describes the protagonist Changez’ immedi-

ate reaction to the September 11 attacks 
as one of pleasure. Pleasure not at the 
misfortune of its victims, but at the reve-
lation of America’s vulnerability after half 
a century of immortality. Changez con-
fesses: “I was caught up in the symbolism 
of it all, the fact that someone had so vis-
ibly brought America to her knees.” Sim-
ilarly, the symbolism of such an attack on 
Charlie Hebdo revealed a certain plea-
sure of the fundamentalists who want-
ed to watch France drop to her knees.
 Yet, the outpouring of citizen 
solidarity in the days that followed sur-
passed all expectations. Battlecries to 
defend la République came almost im-
mediately, surrounded by overwhelming 
unison on all forms of media. The una-
nimity of French public opinion over the 
couple of days displayed a remarkably 
unilateral quality — ‘free speech’ became 
inseparable from the crystallisation of a 
country’s huddled voice of outrage, and 
its protection of republican values in 
absolute principle (the common quote 
that floated around was supposedly ut-
tered by Voltaire: “I do not agree with 
what you have to say, butI’ll defend to 
the death your right to say it.”) Any opin-
ion in the country that suggested these 
men who died were anything less than 
heroes was consigned straight to the bin.
 The labels? Barbarity and fa-
natics in one camp, civilisation and 
men of reason in the other. Therein, 
perhaps, lies the beginning of the prob-
lematic aftermath. As with every war, 
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the question of what happens to the winners and losers are pos-
sibly as, if not more, important that the outcome of the war it-
self. In this battle against extremism, the French state has chosen 
to assert supremacy the only way it once knew how — pulling 
back into focus the binary narrative of reason and liberation 
over savagery, with Islamism being the cult of ‘barbarians’, and 
France the ‘conqueror’ and the deceased cartoonists her ‘martyrs’.
 A more postcolonial critique of the aftermath would 
proceed to reveal instances of questionable images from the 
“camp of reason”. Why, for example, do certain cartoonists con-
tinue depicting the two Islamist attackers in stock Orientalist 
garb, furled in turbans and long dress, one even shown hold-
ing a scimitar à la Sinbad? The most telling illustration per-
haps, was by Uderzo, creator of Asterix — coming out of retire-
ment in support of the Charlie movement, he drew an image 
of Asterix punching a character out of the frame, screaming 
‘Moi, je suis aussi un Charlie.’ The sole signifier of this person’s 
identity was a pair of pointy slippers, meant to suggest that he/
she was an Islamist. Asterix, champion of the Gauls, enters 
the fight to rescue his land from the Oriental despot. How apt.
 These caricatures are definitely in no way representa-
tive of what the French populace thinks, but it does echo how 
easy it is even for those who are more “reasoned” among us to 
opt for the facile and reductive when it comes to taking a stand 
after the attacks. We have to realise that in declaring war on rad-
ical Islam, one is wielding another weapon that can be equal-
ly punishing and oblivious against the silent minority. For free 
speech is itself an ideological construct, sanctioned, celebrated, 
and glorified by those in power and the cheers of the madding 
crowd, such as that which appeared on Place de la République. 
Those who witnessed the darkest days of the Bush administration 
and the worst of the Iraq War would readily attest, sometimes 
the retaliation against terror is even greater terror, fomenting a 
self-fulling prophecy of a ‘clash of civilisation’ many want badly 
to avoid. In these days as we all mourn, and seek a sort of collec-
tive solace, the choice to stand up to rationality should not be-
come one that ironically does not recognise its own irrationalities.
 One of the most contentious parts of the commemora-
tion of the Charlie Hebdo attacks took place in French schools. 
French teachers received a communiqué telling them express-
ly not to discuss the minute of silence observed the day after, 
even though the act was greeted with mixed reactions in certain 
schools. Some students, mostly of Muslim faith, were report-
ed as refusing to mourn for “Charlie”. According to Le Figaro, 
80% of students in a Seine-St Denis primary school (located in 
the banlieues outside Paris) refused to participate, citing reasons 
such as “Charlie had it coming” for its unacceptable portrayal 
of the prophet, or that the caricatures were intentionally made 
to offend and hurt, and hence not deserving of respect. Others 
who mourned stated that they were mourning for the death of 
the victims, not the magazine. Facing some student sympathis-
ers of the killers, a teacher requested a transfer, and wrote a 
Facebook note after narrating how difficult that Thursday was.
 Elsewhere, criticism was made against the hypocrisy of 
the state in pursuing its own definition of “free speech”, by citing the 
example of French comic Dieudonné, who gained infamy for his 
anti-Semitic viewpoints and remarks. Since 2006, Dieudonné has 
been fined multiple times by the French courts on the grounds of 

insulting those of Jewish origin, both in public and on his shows. 
The question one might pose is: how does the state decide when 
the free speech of one has caused injury to others, and in the case 
of Charlie, when it is merely part of a jolly old French “tradition”?
 My visit to Paris on 12 January, the day after the “re-
publican march”, was surprisingly placid. Yet, in little corners 
on the streets, Charlie Hebdo-related graffiti and stickers have 
sprung up, subtly keeping the message of solidarity alive. On 
a construction sign in Bastille however, I saw a slogan in red 
spray-paint that advised: Mieux intégrer que surveiller — “Bet-
ter integration than surveillance”. That morning, my mind 
travelled to a Paris that most tourists will never see. The grand 
Paris extending beyond the historic arrondissements, the bulk 
of which now houses a French socioeconomic underclass, pre-
dominantly non-white residents of immigrant descent. This 
was the Paris that became the explosive setting for the mass 
unrests of 2005, and the scene for one of the hallmarks of mod-
ern French cinema, the 1995 film “La Haine”, whose premise 
of banlieue delinquency is a timely reminder of today. Perhaps 
a follow-up to the slogan should be the words: Mieux commu-
niquer que parler — “Better communicate than speak”. For as 
we preach proudly of the noble and beautiful Paris with its 
glittering monuments to liberty, so must we speak softly to 
the Paris that has fallen by the wayside, whose people sim-
ply do not need the high-handed rhetoric of virtues from an 
Elysée press conference, the result of a speechwriter’s deadline.
Between one Paris that has made many a college student like 
me dream, with its Hausmannian grace and cultural sumptu-
ousness, and another Paris that is home to a large underbelly 
of French society’s underprivileged, it is not hard to see why 
France is a nation nostalgic for its bygone power, a power that 
once guaranteed its invincibility. Instead, she now sits uneasily 
between what she was and what she is becoming — that is, a me-
dium-sized country saddled with low growth, an ever-increas-
ing multiracial population, and the indignity of ceding its place 
to Germany as the driving force of Europe, a neighbour it once 
sought to weaken with the formation of the EU. Indeed, the ‘sym-
bolism of it all’ is sometimes more present than any word or deed.
France, in the aftermath of the Charlie attacks, is now arming 
herself again with the old munitions: the rhetoric of freedom, 
forevermore. Yet, the paradox that a self-proclaimed liberal 
democratic state like France will have always have a hard time 
reconciling is the fact that in trumpeting with blind fervour 
the universal freedom to speech, it has to employ its power 
forcefully to ensure it, and in the process, contradict its objec-
tive by censoring those it deems have abused that right. In or-
der to allow, the state must also limit. The question that I am 
most concerned about posing then is — who shall be silenced, 
and who will be entitled to speak the language of the free?
As this world power stumbles to find her footing again, we should 
perhaps not forget that with every broad stroke orchestrated by 
the governing, come those among the governed who are left 
untouched. The tradition of liberty is essential for a strong re-
public, but equally important are efforts to ensure this republic 
appeals to all its citizens, and becomes aware of its ideological 
blindspots. Should Paris hope to transcend its greying charm, 
and remould itself to boldly face the world, the language of free 
speech needs to be spoken not just to those who already have 
it, but communicated to those who do not, and need it most.☐
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LAÏCITÉ & CHARLIE HEBDO
a dialogue about religion in France

     Armand Latreille
      Antoine Preux

ast month, a representative 
of the right-wing party UMP 
asked for a ban of the headscarf 
(hijab) in French universities, 
in only the latest of innumer-

able invocations of secularism to defend 
the ban of Muslim religious symbols in the 
public space. France is known in the whole 
world for its peculiar conception of secular-
ism. Laïcité, the French secular model, was 
born in 1905 from the law separating Church 
and State and is a core pillar of French “na-
tional identity”. Article 1 of the Constitution 
states that France is a “indivisible, laïc, dem-
ocratic and social Republic” and politicians 
regularly appeal to this principle in order 
to promote certain visions of the relation-
ship between religion and the public sphere. 
Laïcité is a concept embedded in French po-
litical discourse, and while its principle is the 
separation of Church and State, its contem-
porary application has been a topic of hot 
controversy. In 2004, the French government 
implemented a law banning the Muslim 
headscarf and other visible signs of religious 
permanence in all public schools, spurring 
condemnations from abroad, in particular 
the UN Human Rights Committee. So, is 
laïcité a just and egalitarian principle or on 
the contrary a discriminatory practice? We 
will in this article try to outline two differ-
ent opinions on this hotly debated topic, at 
the heart of all discussions in the wake of the 
general islamophobic climate in France and 
the January 7th attack on Charlie Hebdo.

First of all, we may ask, what is laïcité? 
Let’s begin by elucidating core seman-
tic definitions before delving into the 
rights and wrong and the application 
of the policies this principle spurred. 

Armand: It’s interesting to point out that 
we struggle a lot with translating the term 
laïcité. In English, we can use the term 
“secularism”, although using such a term 

does not account fully for the French and 
Republican singularism associated with 
laïcité. Laïcité refuses the political presence 
and dimension of religion (not sects!), but 
does not interfere with their practice in the 
public sphere within the Republic. At its 
beginning, it was put in place to counter 
a State Religion (in France, Catholicism), 
and thus its application is quite logically 
the complete secularization of the State. It 
is not, in any way, a negation of religion in 
civil society, but the acknowledgment that 
religion has no place in the Republican 
State and its operations. The case of the 
veil in universities is interesting because it 
highlights an important divide in the way 
secularism, education, and ultimately na-
tional identity is conceived. Laïcité is seen 
by many, including you, as a roadblock to 
integration and somehow a denegation of 
identity, and this I disagree with. I do think 
that it is the sine qua non condition for a 
healthy society that valorizes plurality, in-
cluding its growing Muslim population. My 
purpose here is not to negate an ethnic, so-
cial, religious, or other identity, on the con-
trary. I do think that the forces of Global-
ization have created populations that lack 
societal references, lost in an increasingly 
interconnected world troubled by precari-
ty and violence. Laïcité must be reinforced 
because the growing disparity (from an 
Economic and Cultural point of view) con-
stitutes a risk to the unity of our Republic. 

Antoine: I think Armand has perfectly 
outlined the majoritarian and widespread 
opinion on this concept of laïcité. It is true 
that I have myself quite a different vision of 
the term. If laïcité indeed originally means 
the separation of church and state, I con-
ceive it as a largely negative concept. Laïcité 
is not the inclusion of different faiths into 
the French republic, but rather the nega-
tion of the possibility of holding a discourse 
that is both religious and public. Thus, a 
French citizen is forced to make an effort 
to suppress his or her religious identity in 
the public sphere. I would like to make on 
this two separate points that are, I believe, 
interrelated. The first is that laïcité, in spite 

of all its egalitarian precepts, is essentially a 
discriminatory policy. Indeed, it is tailored 
to the agnostic or the atheist much more 
than it is to the kippa-wearing Jew or head-
scarf-wearing Muslim. While the atheist 
has little effort to make to satisfy the laïc 
principles, the religious person is constantly 
expected to make an effort to fit into the laic 
standard, which is essentially a religious-less 
citizen. The second is that laïcité has been 
in recent years used as a tool of domination 
of the majority of French citizens who do 
not identify themselves with religion, at the 
detriment of those who do. Laïcité as de-
fined by the separation of church and state 
may seem like an appealing ideal, yet the 
reality on the ground is that the principle 
is used as a means for the state to regulate 
and discipline citizens’ identity, in the more 
or less disguised hope of “assimilating” ev-
ery French citizen into the a religious laïc 
ideal. What I’d like Armand to outline is 
how laïcité can be defined as an egalitarian 
principle. I personally believe in the term, 
yet think it must be redefined around the 
idea of multiplicity and multi-confession-
alism to alleviate all its practical problems, 
the first being the concrete oppression 
of religious members of French society, 
who are told that their religious identi-
ty must be quite literally “left at home”. 

Armand: The undeniable fact is that, for a 
couple of years now, religion as identity has  
made a considerable resurgence in France. 
The best example of this is the anti gay mar-
riage Manif ’ pour tous, where the impor-
tance of the religious convictions on public 
considerations was exhibited in full force. 
Today, religion in increasingly imposed 
as a “first” identity, one that trumps being 
French. I think that this is a dangerous 
form of communautarism because it does 
not prone tolerance, discretion, and more 
largely, the notion of vivre ensemble. A very 
valid criticism of the French education is 
that it is convinced of being the guardian 
of a universal, unchangeable, and timeless 
culture. I do think that we should teach 
history of all religions in schools, that we 
should read Christian but also Arab philos-
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ophers, and I do think that there should be 
a dedicated space in schools for religion. It 
is important that we teach the religious fact 
in schools, and that we strive to integrate the 
idea of multiplicity and multi-confessional-
ism in curriculums, notably, as it is already 
starting to be done, by teaching the history 
of Islam in history class. But, I am adamant 
that religious practice has no place in schools 
because whether we like it or not, pupils are 
not “born” with a religion- they have the re-
ligion of their parents. And it is the role of 
the school to provide them with a religiously 
and politically neutral environment so that 
they may be able to construe themselves as 
citizens of the Republic. However, past ma-
jority and Terminale, then it is different: uni-
versity must safeguard the liberty of religious 
practice, and the veil should be authorized.

Antoine: I’d first like to go back on the com-
plex and controversial notion of identity. 
Identity is not a social fact, but rather a so-
cial construct. It is an ensemble of personal 
narratives that can compete or cooperate. 
What I would like first to refute is the notion 
that identities are fixed or unique. I believe 
we are first and foremost multi-faceted in-
dividuals. I am French, but also European, 
to some extent Belgian and also agnostic, a 
student and a resident of the United States. 
I concentrate multiple facets and thus I re-
fute the possibility of saying that religion is 
a “first” identity because I feel that this is go-
ing towards the slippery primordialistic idea 
that identities are largely fixed and exclusive. 
Thus a French citizen can be Muslim, ho-
mosexual, European and many other things 
without those multiple identities excluding 
each other. Thus, laïcité negates the possibili-
ty of entertaining those multiple identities. It 
is a system of control largely implemented to 
format everyone into adhering first and fore-
most to the paradigm of the French Repub-
lican atheist. When you argue that religion 
has no place in schools, you seem to con-
sider laïcité as a “neutral-point” of religion, 
perspective with which I strongly disagree. 
Laïcité is just as charged a concept as Juda-
ism, Catholicism or Islam. It is, in Haber-
mas’ terms, a “comprehensive world-view” 
like any other. This is why real laïcité in my 
eyes is not state intervention and formatting 
of citizens towards a certain ideal but rather 
an acceptance of the multiplicity of identities 
and practically speaking the allowance of re-
ligiously marked symbols in the public space. 

Armand: You seem to think that religion is 
banned in civil society in France, it’s not. 

No one was shocked when Abbé Pierre de-
livered a speech to the Assemblee Nationale 
in his cassock. Laïcité gives legitimacy to the 
religious precisely because it does not turn 
pupils into atheists, in fact, it makes students 
freer to define their identity, if anything. It’s 
not a coincidence if the extreme catholic 
militants during the Manif Pour Tous broad-
ly came from the same stratas of populations, 
educated in catholic schools in a catholic 
environment. Religiously marked symbols 
mark an unwelcome important influence of 
the religious into education. The best way 
to preach tolerance and acceptance is to let 
individuals create their identity, powered by 
the social and moral efficacy of reason and 
knowledge. Laïcité, as long as it does not ne-
gate the religious fact, is hardly “as charged 
as a concept” as other religions because it 
does not impose a specific and universal 
truth and identity. As such, it is an inalien-
able aspect of public teaching in France.

Antoine: Where I truly disagree is where you 
argue that laïcité does not “impose a specific 
and universal truth and identity”. This is pre-
cisely the type of laïcité I would myself like 
to see applied. On the contrary, the French 
notion of laïcité is based on a strong histor-
ical rejection of religion as an undesirable 
element of public life. It negate the mere fact 
that people still feel religious and turns a 
blind eye on the obvious conflict there is be-
tween the official state supported doctrine of 
“religion is evil with regards to politics” and 
the practical reality on the ground, which is 
that people still do feel religiously affiliated. 
The example you give of Abbé Pierre serves 
in my mind perfectly to illustrate the hypoc-
risy of the French viewpoint. Had it been a 
salafist in a traditional kufta giving a speech, 
it would have been argued by the whole of 
the French right that this was a violation of 
laïc principles, don’t you agree? This brings 
me to the last point I would like to make 
before we reach our conclusion, and that is 
the asymmetry with which laïcité has been 
applied in France. I would argue that the 
2004 law on the hijab violates democratic 
principles on the grounds that it represents 
a violation of the freedom to practice your 
own religion, guaranteed by the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights, integrated 
in the preamble of the French constitution. 
Not that I can blame the founding fathers of 
laïcité for that. They clearly had in mind a 
separation of church and state while today 
laïcité is wielded as a tool of islamophobia 
by the whole of the French institutional 
apparatus, which by the way cruelly lacks a 

representation of Muslim minorities in 
particular. A key tenant of democratic 
principles is the protection of minorities, 
and this principle has been violated not 
by laïcité itself but rather by the manipu-
lation certain political elites have made of 
it, aggravating cleavages in French society.

Armand: I will conclude on this thought, 
although you raise many points that could 
be discussed at length: evidently, there is 
a deplorable but important islamophobic 
feeling in France. I for one would be very 
curious to see a Salafist being elected as 
MP as Abbé Pierre was! I do also agree 
that Catholic and Jewish private schools 
constitute a breach of laïcité, and that it is 
not universally applied. I also agree that 
it is sometimes instrumentalized by un-
scrupulous politicians to advance their 
own ideal of French society. However, I 
do not believe that such a policy specif-
ically harms Islam in France. Preventing 
underage students from wearing ostenta-
tious religious signs is not an attack on a 
specific religion, although banning such 
signs from essential forums of civil so-
ciety like universities, is. Perhaps, it can 
be hard for laïcité and Islam to reconcile, 
but it is necessary. Now more than ever, 
it is essential than French citizens be ful-
ly and freely educated to critically make 
out their place and unique identity in so-
ciety. In essence, Laïcité is not the right 
policy to attack to deal with Islamopho-
bia, it is a sound principle that is the key 
to the future well being of a cosmopoli-
tan, religiously diverse, French society. 

Antoine: I would just like to conclude by 
saying that all that Armand proposes corre-
sponds exactly to the ideal type of laïcité, and 
that this paradigm in of itself is not the core 
of the issue. The core of the issue is how we 
are going to succeed or to fail in embracing 
the challenges posed by the multiplicity of 
the contemporary world, and that I feel that 
France can only address those challenges ef-
ficiently if it agrees to take a step back and 
reconsider how it can make its political sys-
tem as inclusive as possible to people whose 
identities can at first be deemed far from the 
Republican anti-religious ideal. I truly hope 
that we can redefine laïcité in a way that is will 
bring us closer to one another rather than to 
use it as a tool of devisive identity politics.☐
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s I sit down to type this article, I have multiple 
tabs open on my laptop. My eyes slowly scan 
through the flickering screen, as I take short 
mental notes of what I witness. I’m poring over 
an article on a much touted “left of center”media 
source. The online comments section, each try-
ing to outdo the other vis-a-vis their hot takes 
and witticisms; riddled with instances of astute 

political comments; observations and sharp byte-sized humour  
laced in the commentary.
 Yet, one glaring omission: Judging by their names, 
only a small section of these comments appear to be by women.
 I move my cursor, click onto viewing another arti-
cle, about the UK elections.  More men commenting here.
 I close the tab, and move onto another site: The New 
York Times. The piece I’m scrolling over, written by a woman, 
specifically about a woman and her lived experiences in a cer-
tain professional set-up. Some of the comments, however, seem 
to belittle these experiences, with men speaking over her voice.
 Recently, Emma Pierson, a Rhodes scholar, wrote 
a piece for the New York Times’ blogs,  “How to Get More 
Women to Join the Debate”, highlighting the problem of cre-
ating safe spaces for women to comment online. As per her 
work she found that “Women were clearly underrepresented in 
my data. They made only a quarter of comments, even though 
their comments got more recommendations from other readers 
on average….studies of online commenting find broad signs of 
inequality. (While women are well-represented on some web-
sites, like the image-sharing site Pinterest, these sites do not 
tend to focus on expressing and defending opinions. Online 
forums that do often have mostly male commenters: exam-
ples include Wikipedia edit pages, the social news site Reddit, 
and the question-answering sites Quora and Stack Overflow).”
 Clearly, one glance at sites like Red-
dit or Quora reveal how deep this problem is.
The gendered segregation of Internet comment sections 
highlights startling disparities. We celebrate and show-
case toxic masculinity. Sadly, on the other hand, women’s 
voices (especially women of colour, trans women and dis-
abled women) continue to be sidelined on the Internet.

 When we look at generating discourse, this fact 
must not be ignored.  For young women to open Twit-
ter accounts means exposing themselves to death threats, 
rape threats and abuse simply for expressing opinions. 
The #gamergate story and the women who faced threats 
of assault for merely questioning the toxic masculini-
ty of the gaming world is only testament to the same.
What began as a controversy concerning the rampant sexism 
in the video gaming industry,garnered significant attention to-
wards the end of 2014, when many famous women from the 
video game industry, such as gaming developers Zoe Quinn, 
Brianna Wu (and feminist Anita Sarkeesian) faced harass-
ment online, as well as a sustained campaign of misogynistic 
attacks. The Twitter tag #gamergate was then used as a vehi-
cle to launch vitriol and heap abuse onto these women, and 
several members of Reddit, and 4chan style sites also active-
ly participated in threats of rape, death threats, (including 
the threat of a mass shooting at a university event featuring 
Anita Sarkeesian.) Game developer Zoe Quinn’s address and 
phone number were made public shortly afterward, and it 
pushed to the point that the multitude of threats against her 
forced her to leave her house and resort to couch-surfing.
 Following women journalists and newsmakers, be it 
on Twitter or Facebook, also reveals how women are pushed 
to the brink. Recently, Buzzfeed India’s Editor-in-Chief, Rega 
Jha, tweeted:“it’s so sad that no matter who wins, Pakistanis 
will continue to be way hotter than us and we’ll continue to be 
their ugly neighbours.” While her tweet, even if a lapse in judg-
ment, was meant to be in jest, she still faced rape threats for it.  
Her comment generated much vitriol among a frenzied nation 
in the wake of a bitter India-Pakistan cricket match oriented 
rivalry, and many responded with virtual chest-thumping and 
personal insults in order to make themselves feel better. In-
stead of any principled critique of her tweet, many derailed into 
verbally abusing her, and grossly invading her personal space.
 When a woman such as Ms. Jha decided to ex-
press her opinions online, she carried not just the bur-
den of bearing the brunt for her opinions but also 
the risk of daring to speak up, for taking a stand.
 A recent report by the Pew Research Center found that 
women were not only more likely to be disproportionately affect-
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ON WOMEN’S VOICES AND A VIRULENT INTERNET

ed by online harassment, but, women were also more likely than 
men to find their most recent experience with online harassment 
“extremely or very upsetting”—38% of harassed women said so of 
their most recent experience, compared with 17% of harassed men.
 From walking on the street, to now traversing the vio-
lence of the Internet, women are vulnerable.  We need to create 
safe spaces, to shift paradigms working against abusive dynamics.
Women’s voices cannot and will not be derailed. So shall it be online.
 From popular virtual movements such as #Ye-
sAllWomen to #RapeCultureIsWhen, women (especial-
ly minority women) have been trying to reclaim their 
agency. It’s time we reflect over this. Show support and am-
plify women’s voices online. Don’t railroad survivor’s stories.
 Don’t bully these narratives into silence.
 It’s high time we take violence against women, espe-
cially the more marginalized and minority women in society, as 
seriously online as in real life. Even though the internet affords a 
cloak of invisibility/anonymity and the chance to wash oneself off 
of any ethics, or even decency, and allows people to make threats 
with impunity, it is much imperative to realise that online harass-
ment is toxic. This realization is key, and we must work to create 
safe online zones for those at-risk. Social media giants should 
recognize the vulnerabilities laid bare and exposed via their 
sites, and aim to develop more hassle-free and efficient harass-
ment and complaint reporting mechanisms, as well as software.
 Women who complain of facing abuse should be giv-
en platforms to voice out their concerns and be heard without 
judgment. We must all also allow for the possibility of more 
Internet-oriented support systems for these women to thrive, 
and help enable them to reclaim their agency, if need be.
Weeding out noted perpetrators and abusers 
through efficiently calling out the websites, webpag-
es, posts and content concerned is also important.
 A lot of steps can be implemented to slowly but steadily 
aim to minimize the risk of abusive environs and toxic spaces 
online.
 Of course it is true that misogyny and sexist attacks ha-
ven’t necessarily become more prevalent and likely because of 
the Internet. This behaviour is but a reflection of a deeper, real 
life, global problem and patriarchy. They have always existed, 
and the Internet might just have allowed for the same sexism to 
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pervade deeper via the seeming harmlessness of cyberspace.
 It’s time to make sure that sexist, misogynist and racist 
abuse is made as unacceptable on the net, as it is on the streets. We 
can strive to aim for eradicating both, as they go hand in hand.
 Let’s not push women to the back yet again. ☐



ara, Pimkie, GAP ou H&M changent leurs collec-
tions tous les 15 jours, il nous faut l’IPhone 6 bien 
que l’on vienne d’acheter le 5 il y a 6 mois. Nous 
adorons la touche « refresh » pour actualiser no-
tre « newsfeed » et voir ce qui vient de se passer 
dans le monde. Nous essayons de hacker les résul-
tats de notre 3A avant même que la DAIE ne les 
ait publiés. Nous brûlons d’impatience à l’idée de 
connaître les nouvelles listes BDA et BDE. Nous 

voulons que les gens répondent immédiatement à nos textos et 
sommes bien souvent branchés sur Twitter, BFM TV ou I>Télé … 
OUI, force est de le constater : dans nos sociétés du 21ème siè-
cle, la nouveauté est devenue un besoin impérieux.  Nous vivons 
dans la dictature de l’instant : pour le meilleur et pour le pire. 
Ce goût prononcé pour la nouveauté relève-t-il de l’inné ou de 
l’acquis ? Que nous apporte ce culte de la nouveauté ? N’est-il 
qu’une manipulation créée par les hautes sphères commerciales 
pour nous forcer à dépenser toujours plus ? Quel risque crée-
t-il dans nos sociétés ? Et au fond, avons-nous vraiment beso-
in de tout ce neuf ? Tentative d’une esquisse de réponse.  
       
 Nouveauté/consumérisme : quel lien de cause à effet ? 
       
 Alors que les sociétés anciennes vivaient dans la per-
sistance de la tradition, du conservatisme et de la reproduction, 
l’avènement du capitalisme mondialisé a donné naissance à un 
phénomène original : le citoyen, le consommateur et le penseur 
d’aujourd’hui veut du neuf et toujours du neuf. Présent et avenir 
se confondent afin de garantir un renouvellement permanent.  
Apparait alors une question de cause à effet : est-ce le 
marché qui a donné naissance au culte de la nouveauté 
ou le culte de la nouveauté qui a formaté le marché ?
Pour tenter d’y répondre, penchons-nous un instant sur les 
phénomènes de mode. Au minimum, les stylistes imaginent et 
commercialisent deux collections par an. L’indéniable change-
ment de climat entre l’hiver et l’été crée effectivement un beso-
in d’habillement différencié en fonction des saisons, cependant, 
qu’est-ce qui nous empêche de reprendre la collection d’hiver 
de l’année passée ? Pourquoi ne pas reproduire à l’identique les 
modèles précédents ? 2 raisons majeures semblent apparaitre : 
1) Du côté du vendeur, il est bien plus intéressant de créer 
une nouvelle collection afin de générer de nouveaux profits en 
réitérant les achats. Si les collections étaient les mêmes d’une année 
sur l’autre, le consommateur n’aurait plus aucune raison de s’offrir 
une séance shopping et le marché arriverait très vite à saturation. 
Les notions de concurrence et de compétitivité disparaitraient. 
S’en suivrait alors stagnation économique, voire décroissance. 
2) Du côté de l’acheteur, les « shopaholic » attester-
ont du goût naturel de l’humain pour le renouvellement 

et du plaisir que peut susciter l’acquisition d’une nou-
veauté. L’achat répond parfois à un besoin mais surtout, 
et de plus en plus depuis les Trente Glorieuses, à un désir. 
Le culte de la nouveauté apparait donc comme le produit du 
consumérisme. Le marché alimente le consommateur tout 
comme le consommateur alimente le marché : tous deux entrent 
dans une coopération tacite aboutissant au culte et à l’apanage 
de la nouveauté. Les commerciaux créent bel et bien des désirs 
mais le désir fait partie intégrante de la nature humaine. 
       
Le culte de la nouveauté est partout   
 
 Le culte de la nouveauté s’applique au do-
maine économique mais semble aussi s’étendre ac-
tuellement aux sphères politiques et médiatiques. 
 En effet, le mandat présidentiel français est passé 
d’une durée de 7 à 5 ans principalement pour favoriser le re-
nouvellement politique. Hollande a succédé à Nicolas Sarkozy 
et les sondages placent Alain Juppé en favori pour 2017 : l’alter-
nance politique est devenue monnaie courante en France. De 
même, nous entrons dans une forme de législatisme forcené : 
à chaque évènement, à chaque problème, à chaque situation 
doit venir se poser le recours de la loi. Pour cause, un gouver-
nement qui ne produirait pas un nombre significatif de lois 
serait perçu par la population comme inopérant et inefficace. 
Les affaires Cahuzac et Thomas Thévenoud ont ainsi donné 
naissance à « la loi sur la transparence ».  Nous attendons tou-
jours de nouvelles réformes, de nouvelles personnalités poli-
tiques, comme Emmanuel Macron ou Gérald Darmanin, qui 
viendraient apporter de la fraicheur dans un paysage jugé clos. 
 Enfin, le culte de la nouveauté a abouti à une révolu-
tion dans le domaine médiatique. 
 D’une part, l’apparition de la téléréalité marque un 
basculement vers une ère de l’éphémère. La starisation est aussi 
fulgurante que le retour vers l’anonymat. Aujourd’hui, (presque) 
n’importe qui peut devenir une star en proclamant des phrases 
idiotes du genre : « Non mais allô quoi ?! T’es une fille et t’as pas 
de shampoing ? ».  La communication et le marketing de l’im-
age règnent en maîtres. Nous avons tous droit à « notre quart 
d’heure de célébrité », comme le prédisait déjà  Andy Warhol… 
Lorsque que la course à la nouveauté se meut en course au 
buzz, la société verse dans la superficialité et promeut la culture 
du vide. Les médias créent les stars qu’ils lyncheront demain. 
 D’autre part, le secteur de la presse est en crise et 
ceci est peut-être dû à la refondation qu’exige ce culte de la 
nouveauté. Tous les médias s’accordent pour dire que le trait-
ement de l’information doit aujourd’hui être repensé en pro-
fondeur. Nous sommes devenus des goinfres d’information 
immédiate. On ingurgite une notification d’actu comme l’on 
avalerait un hamburger  au MacDo : d’une traite et sans que 
cela laisse de traces sur le long terme. Le flot de l’informa-
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tion coule sur nous sans avoir d’emprise réelle sur nos émotions. 
Un bombardement en Syrie ? A peine le temps d’entendre le nom-
bre de morts que le présentateur du 20H est déjà passé au récit du 
périple du robot « Philae ». La tendance de l’information en con-
tinu délaisse trop souvent la qualité pour l’instantanéité : il faut 
livrer l’info le plus vite possible, coûte que coûte, parfois au prix 
de sa véracité. L’accélération du temps médiatique a plus que ja-
mais remis en cause l’éthique journalistique. Lors des attentats du 
7 et du 9 janvier 2015, BFM TV n’a pas hésité à dévoiler en di-
rect des informations non vérifiées malgré que cela puisse nuire 
au bon déroulement de l’enquête et à l’arrestation des terroristes. 
       
Ce culte de la nouveauté a fait de nous des êtres impatients 
       
 Le culte de la nouveauté présent dans nos sociétés con-
suméristes a décuplé des tendances intrinsèquement présentes chez 
l’Homme : la lassitude et l’impatience. Qu’il s’agisse d’ordinateurs, de 
téléphones portables, d’appareils ménagers ou de vêtements, nous 
ne voyons plus très bien l’intérêt d’aller acheter des articles vieux de 
5 ou 6 ans. A l’inverse, nous bondissons sur le dernier tome de Harry 
Potter (il n’y en aura plus malheureusement, snif  :’-( ! ), nous courons 
en salle voir « Imitation game » parce que tout le monde en  parle et 
qu’il est nominé 8 fois aux Oscars, ou nous nous procurons en toute 
hâte une paire de « Victoria » parce que c’est LA marque à la mode. 
 Parce qu’il crée des frustrations et des inégalités, le cap-
italisme de marché a fait bondir l’impatience. Dans la plupart 
des cas, nous n’aimons plus attendre. Le consommateur d’au-
jourd’hui veut tout, tout de suite, et à portée de main en un in-
stant. La réactivité et la capacité d’adaptation permanente sont 
devenues des critères d’embauche de plus en plus déterminants. 
 Nous rentrons dans une course effrénée : une nou-
veauté en chasse une autre. Le cycle des tendances devient 
de plus en plus court. Il faut aller toujours plus vite, partout. 
 Cette tendance peut générer de nombreuses dérives. 
Elle aboutit parfois à une perte de repères : l’immuable et la sta-
bilité disparaissent au profit d’un renouvellement permanent. 
De ce fait, un sentiment d’insécurité peut apparaître au sein des 
populations. Parce qu’ils ne parviennent pas à saisir les enjeux de 
leur époque car ceux-ci sont en constante mutation, les citoyens 
se retrouvent déboussolés. De cette absence de repères, peuvent 
naître la démagogie, le populisme  ou l’intégrisme. C’est sur ce 
phénomène que s’appuient les partis extrémistes, du type FN en 
France ou Aube Dorée en Grèce, pour bâtir leur électorat. Le culte 
de la nouveauté aboutit ainsi parfois à un égarement des valeurs.  
       
Mais l’innovation reste fondamentalement nécessaire  
       
 Malgré toutes les dérives potentielles que représen-
tent la superficialité, le consumérisme ou l’instabilité, la né-
cessité pour l’Homme d’avoir recours à la création, et 
donc à la nouveauté, ne doit pas être remise en cause. 
 Le progrès ne peut avoir lieu sans l’innovation. Même si 
toutes les innovations ne sont pas utiles (l’adage dit bien souvent 
: « ils ne savent plus quoi inventer ! », regardez le Télé-Achat pen-
dant  10 minutes et vous saurez pourquoi), l’être humain ne doit 
en aucun cas renoncer à son pouvoir et à son droit de création. Il 
en va de son évolution, voire de sa survie lorsque l’on considère 
les découvertes médicales. Une jeune chercheuse vient par ex-
emple de découvrir une nouvelle molécule de synthèse qui per-
mettrait de tuer les tumeurs cancéreuses. En ce sens, la technique 

et les résultats qu’elle génère sont plus que jamais nécessaires. 
 Cette obsession pour la nouveauté peut également 
être nuancée par l’apparition de tendances comme « le vintage 
» ou « le rétro » qui puisent leur inspiration dans les modes 
antérieures. Les « Stan Smith », ces mêmes chaussures que 
nos grands-parents portaient dans les années 70, se retrou-
vent aujourd’hui aux pieds de nombreux Sciencespistes. Ces 
phénomènes soulèvent d’ailleurs d’autres questions : la nou-
veauté existe-t-elle vraiment ou n’est -elle finalement qu’un 
recyclage et une réinterprétation des tendances passées ? 
 Quoi qu’il en soit, une conclusion se dégage : NON, 
nous n’avons pas besoin de tout ce neuf. Nous en avons juste 
instinctivement envie. Mais cet instinct que nous croy-
ons naturel est, certes, la manifestation de notre désir d’hu-
main mais aussi, et avant tout, une construction sociale et 
sociologique déterminée par nombre de facteurs externes. 
 Source de vices et de vertus, la nou-
veauté, si elle est modérée et utile, demeure toute-
fois  le seul moyen de faire progresser l’humanité. ☐
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etour sur les élections syndicales avec les respons-
ables des deux principaux syndicats sur le cam-
pus - Matthieu Monin pour l’UNI-Met et Zoé 
Klein pour l’UNEF. Les élections syndicales sont  

extrêmement importantes  et permettent aux étudiants d’in-
fluer, via leurs représentants, sur  des décisions clefs quant à la 
gestion et au fonctionnement de Sciences Po.  (cf. encadré) 
Cette année les résultats sont sensiblement les mêmes 
que ceux de l’année précédente, avec un peu plus de 
68%  pour l’UNEF dans les deux conseils et environ 23% 
pour l’Uni-Met. A noter toutefois que l’UNI-Met progres-
se légèrement, principalement aux dépens de l’UNEF .  
Un troisième syndicat, Solidaires, existe égale-
ment mais aucun représentant n’est présent sur no-
tre campus ni n’est venu y faire campagne. 

Compte-rendu 

A la question de savoir s’ils sont satisfaits des résultats des élec-
tions, tous deux répondent par l’affirmative – pour des raisons 
néanmoins différentes – et sont impatients de pouvoir continuer 
et approfondir leur action. En effet, même si la tendance globale 
ne s’inverse pas et que l’UNI-Met reste minoritaire, ce derni-
er gagne des voix, après avoir déjà légèrement progressé l’année 
passée. Ceci lui permet ainsi d’obtenir un siège supplémentaire 
au Conseil de Direction. Du côté de l’UNEF, même satisfaction 
affichée dans la mesure où celui-ci reste largement majoritaire. 
Le choc et  la déception sont partagés en ce qui concerne le 
faible taux de participation à ces élections. Le taux d’absten-
tion – de près de 80% – est effectivement le plus élevé depuis le 
début de ce millénaire. Ces élections permettant de réels change-
ments, tous deux appellent à une plus grande mobilisation 
pour l’année prochaine.  S’ils déplorent ce fort taux, il faut rele-
ver que, sur notre campus, le taux de participation a été d’envi-
ron 55% - encore insuffisant  mais tout de même près du triple 
de la participation parisienne. Leur analyse converge : le cam-
pus étant plus petit, le bouche à oreille fait plus effet. De même, 
l’ « esprit de campus » pousse davantage les étudiants à voter. 
 Concernant les changements que ces élections vont ap-
porter,  tous deux s’accordent : le grand changement ce n’est pas 
maintenant car il s’agit plutôt d’un travail de fond. Pour l’UNI-
Met, fort d’un représentant supplémentaire, ce sera l’occasion de « 
porter une autre voix ». En effet,  le  travail des syndicats s’effectue 
sur le long terme. Les négociations avec l’administration  permet-
tent de mettre en place différentes réformes au fur et à mesure, 
comme le remboursement de l’IELTS. De nouvelles négociations 
devraient également concerner l’extension des horaires d’ouverture 
des bibliothèques. L’UNEF, comme l’UNI-Met, compte donc con-
tinuer le travail déjà entrepris. Un des principaux chantiers pour 

l’UNEF sera de modifier le système des Inscriptions Pédagogiques; 
pour l’UNI-Met  il s’agira de s’atteler à diversifier les sources de fi-
nancement de Sciences Po, notamment grâce  au mécénat privé. 
L’action étant menée au niveau national, les réformes con-
cernent donc tous les étudiants, quel que soit leur campus
 S’il y a un point sur lequel  ils s’accordent positivement et 
sans hésiter, c’est bien sur les conditions dans lesquelles s’est dérou-
lée la campagne.  L’ambiance  entre les syndicats est décrite par 
tous deux comme excellente et qualifiée de « chaleureuse et cor-
diale » par  Zoé Klein.  Et cela même avec les militants venus spé-
cialement de Paris. Aucun incident n’est à déplorer entre les syndi-
cats, aucun arrachage d’affiches ou autre coup bas.        
 De même les étudiants semblent plutôt récep-
tifs et sont enclins à discuter, ce qui a permis à cer-
tains de découvrir plus amplement le programme de cha-
cun des syndicats ou simplement les syndicats eux-mêmes.  
Par rapport à la préparation de la campagne elle-même, le pro-
cessus est similaire pour les deux syndicats.  Les propositions 
de chacun des syndicats sont discutées lors de leurs assem-
blées respectives, ce qui permet à chaque militant d’exprim-
er son opinion. Les propositions sont ensuite adoptées lors 
d’un vote et deviennent dès lors les propositions de campagne. 
 Y a-t-il pour autant une différence en ce qui con-
cerne les campagnes – sur le fond et sur la forme – entre Paris et 
Reims ?  Pour eux, la différence peut se jouer au nombre de mil-
itants, logiquement plus faible sur notre campus, ce qui peut me-
ner, selon Matthieu Monin, à des campagnes « moins intenses ». 
Toutefois il n’y a, à leur sens, aucune différence d’engagement et 
d’implication. Quant à l’expansion du campus, ils espèrent une 
augmentation des militants et que ceci n’entraînera pas de change-
ments en ce qui concerne la bonne ambiance actuelle. Si cha-
cun y met de la bonne volonté, ceci devrait se faire aisément. 
 Enfin, vu qu’ils sont tous les deux en deuxième année, quel 
est l’avenir des syndicats sur le campus ?  Autant pour l’un que pour 
l’autre,  ce qui se passera l’an prochain n’a pas encore été décidé et 
est en cours de réflexion. Ce qui est sûr, c’est que même s’ils lais-
sent les suivants s’en charger, ils restent tous deux disponibles et 
comptent continuer à rester impliqués d’une manière ou d’une autre. 
 Pour finir, ils remercient tous les votants et spécialement  
ceux de notre campus, qui ont permis un taux de participation nette-
ment supérieur (même s’il est toujours insuffisant). Bien évidemment, 
ils remercient tout particulièrement ceux qui ont, pour Zoé Klein, 
permis à l’UNEF de conserver sa position majoritaire et pour Mat-
thieu Monin,  permis à l’UNI-Met de gagner un siège supplémentaire. 
 Un mot de conclusion pour l’an prochain : allez voter ! ☐
 

R
Quentin Jalla
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RETOUR SUR LES ÉLÉCTIONS SYNDICALES UNCONVENTIONAL ECONOMICS
 Shebli Khoury

014 was better than previous years, as the worst of 
the Eurozone crisis was traversed without a calamity 
and the recovery continued despite the bumps it 
faced. The most important economy, that of the 
United States, has improved with increasing eco-

nomic growth and falling unemployment. Even though Chinese 
growth slowed, there was no major slowdown that significantly 
altered economic performance. On the other hand, the problems 
in the European Union continued with the sovereign debt crisis 
and the prospects of a Grexit. Another bad mark was the still 
rickety performance of international trade with the cooling of 
the Chinese and German economies, malfunctioning WTO and 
stalling free trade agreements.
 The issues facing the international economy and sepa-
rate economies are not new, but, the nature of the problems, the 
potential solutions and the environment underwent changes in 
2014 that bettered the prospects of solving some of the problem 
and worsened it for others. 2015 carries with it new risks and 
challenges that can drastically change the world economy. Some 
of these problems were present before in various forms- the ep-
och of the Great Depression also suffered from deflation - but the 
world economy at large has not faced these problems in recent 
times. What is done about those challenges can either make the 
world economy veer from crisis to crisis in different parts of the 
globe or stabilize economies and keep the recovery going. The 
problems might seem beneficial at face value, but in reality they 
are not and they represent grave threats for the world economy.
 The first of those challenges is the negative or near zero 
rates on many debts in Europe and America. In an effort to boost 
demand in these economies, the Central Banks have cut interest 
rates to near zero rates and sometimes to negative rates (essen-
tially making banks pay to keep money with the Central Bank). 
Other measures such as Quantitative Easing (QE) have contrib-
uted to this too. The danger here lies in the reduced room of 
maneuver for Central Banks that have resorted to what is known 
as unconventional policies. If a crisis hits or if these measures do 
not work to increase the slowing demand in the EU, then Central 
Banks do not have adequate policies to tackle the challenges and 
this could mean very bad economic recessions with few ways 
out.
 The second risk is deflation with -0.1% annual rate in 
the USA in January for example. In principle deflation should 
lead to increase demand as price fall, but the reality can be very 
different. If consumers think it will continue they will put off 

spending until prices fall even more. This could cause havoc in 
the fragile European economy and slow down the American one 
as demand slows precisely when it is needed to maintain growth. 
Nevertheless, the numbers contain oil prices that are heavily 
weighted in these measures. Oil prices have been falling, but 
other measures such as food prices have been rising,  and so the 
situation is not as bad as it may seem at first.
 Another is risk is the rising value of the dollar. The 
dollar has appreciated greatly compared to other currencies with 
1 euro equaling around 1.10 dollars, an 11 year low. This causes 
an increase in value of dollar denominated debts used by many 
countries. This could lead to slowdowns in numerous economies 
as more funds are devoted to debts and budget deficits decreased. 
Staying with currencies, the euro has been plummeting in value. 
QE and very low inflation (sometimes deflation) have caused 
the value of the currency to drop immensely. This is potentially 
beneficial as Eurozone exports rise, but it could cause a currency 
war with other countries slashing the values of their currencies as 
a reaction. A currency war is especially damaging to world trade 
and investment with volatility in returns and costs.
 There are reasons to be optimistic though. After ECB 
chairman Mario Draghi’s announcement on March 5 of the start 
of QE, inflation expectations in the Eurozone increased to a 3 
month high, while moves by the US Fed have raised expectations 
to their highest in September. GDP also increased by 0.3% in 
the last quarter of 2014. These improving signs coupled with the 
Greece and the EU agreeing on terms for Greece debt, the failing 
oil price boosting demand, QE boosting demand in Europe, the 
aversion of recession in China and the potential huge growth in 
India if promised reforms are undertaken have the potential of 
putting the world economy on a much stronger footing in 2015 
and hopefully beyond. ☐
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ise and shine, dear Beavers, exact-
ly like the subject of this article!
Did you know that the word Sun came from the 
Old English sunne, which itself means south? So, 
dear friends, head south, and ask your Menton-
nais fellows: what is an old, habitual element in the 

sky for them can be an unreachable ideal for we poor Rémois.
 
SCIENCE
 We will answer a mundane but nonetheless interesting 
question: why is it hotter in some time periods and in some places 
than others?
 Many assert that the temperature sjifts because the Earth 
is closer to the sun in summer and farther from the sun in winter. In 
fact, little they know that the Earth is farthest from the sun in July 
and is closest to the sun in January.
 It’s actually all about the angle of the sun in the sky. When 
the Sun is lower in the sky, the sunlight has to travel through a thick-
er layer of the Earth’s atmosphere than when it is higher in the sky. 
This extra thickness of atmosphere absorbs some of the radiation 
from the Sun and makes it feel less strong. Not to mention that lon-
ger nights and shorter days prevent the Earth from warming up lon-
ger.

The reason is pretty much the same when it comes to why is it 
warmer at the equator at the poles. In regions closer to the poles, 
the sunrays do not hit the Earth directly, but at a slant angle: 
sunrays thus have to pass through more of the atmosphere, and 
thus weakening the light and warmth of the sun on these areas.

R

SUN
a collaboration with Sciences 
Po Environnement

Violette Toye

MUSIC
 As we start our day, “Here Comes the 
Sun” – only if you wake up after 7am, though. 
 What are your first thoughts in the morning, as you 
take a warm shower or quickly swallow your first cup of cof-
fee of the day? Do you worry about your upcoming oral presen-
tations? Do you think about last Friday’s night at the Vogue? 
 If you were lucky enough to spend your holidays under 
the Equator line, you probably got a “Sunburn”, but even if your skin 
is aching, don’t you feel a bit melancholic in front of a sunset, “When 
The Sun Comes Down”? It’s then time to come back to your Reims 
routine, and you wish you could “Turn Up The Sun” just even for 
a little while. But after a long week of classes and lectures, between 
the blinding lights of your favorite club, the blasting sound of the 
bass and the flashing smile of that cute girl or that hot boy over 
there, can’t you say you may have found some “Evening Sun”? ☐

ART

16th-century painting from the Augsburger Wunderze-
ichenbuch of three suns supposedly shining at once in 1533.
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DEGROWTH: A UTOPIA?
      Marion Lefèvre

T he way we are taught economics 
nowadays is surely not new. Of 
course, classical and neo-classical 
theories are founding pillars of our 
current economic system. However, 
it does not follow that those theories 

are still applicable or even valid. In other words, free 
trade and liberalism are not viable solutions anymore. 
Sacralizing growth has shaped a world in which GDP is 
more important that it justifies all abuses, ranging from 
speculating on Mr and Mrs Smith’s debts or cunningly 
avoiding paying a massive amount of taxes. Not only 
is the global economy is aiming at the wrong goal; it is 
also destroying what we cannot renew, natural as well as 
human lives. 
 A few voices were raised in reaction to these 
appalling conclusions. One such reaction comes from 
Vincent Liegey. Trained as an engineer, he nowadays 
studies degrowth in Budapest and has become an expert 
in his field. His full interview, that I invite you to watch 
in the SundialTV’s channel on YouTube, helps us get a 
broader understanding of this notion. To put it simply,  
degrowth does not necessarily advocate for a quantita-
tive decrease in GDP; it is more a way of thinking that 
would advocate for an escape from the current eco-
nomic, social and political situation in which growth is 
the supreme catalyst. The “Parti pour la Décroissance” 
(PPLD), a French political party born in the late 2000s 
which recently was converted into a collective, stands 
for a transition from our consumer society to a post-de-
velopmentalist society centered on wellbeing, social 
justice and ecological responsibility rather than individ-
ual wealth, economic competition and environmental 
waste. It is a completely new approach of society as a 
whole - and a quite frightening one for a lot of people, 
since egoism usually takes over when sacrosanct pillars 
of our societies are challenged, be it private property or 
accumulation of wealth.
 To build this new type of society or rather 
slowly change the current one, two main propositions 
were made by the PPLD over the years, the first one be-
ing the most crucial: a “Dotation Inconditionnelle d’Au-
tonomie” (Unconditional Autonomy Endowment) and 
a “Revenu Maximal Acceptable” (Acceptable Maximum 
Income). What is important is not how they would 
apply technically (for this, I invite you to read “Un 
Projet de Décroissance. Manifeste pour une Dotation 
Inconditionnelle d’Autonomie”, written by a handful of 
degrowth experts) but how they were elaborated at first. 
The UAE would not, as a minimum wage, be distributed 
in monetary terms: it would include land redistribution, 
minimum food and clothes providing, a fairer share 
of natural resources such as water or energy (obtained 

through sustainable means)… In short, it would be an 
endowment aiming at helping people to live decently 
and would be connected to a maximum income beyond 
which accumulation of wealth is irrelevant, considering 
what a sustainable lifestyle would be.
 Let me be clear: degrowth does not stands as 
a new name for a regress towards a hypothetical era of 
noble savages, nor is it a disguised post-modern commu-
nism. Our modern society is based on violence: violence 
of not having a roof to sleep under, violence of being 
constantly frustrated of not consuming more, violence of 
economic domination by a handful of extremely wealthy 
people and transnational companies. Degrowth, if any-
thing, is a pacifist answer to this violence that favors civil 
disobedience and a new focus on the local scale. As Vin-
cent Liegey says, “we don’t need European institutions to 
decide what to do in the garden next door, (…) we need 
to go back to subsidiarity and reconnect political elites 
to the people”. Reallocating decisional powers to local 
entities is the key to more transparency, democracy and 
justice. After all, is this idea really new? Tocqueville was 
already talking about it quite eloquently in his Democra-
cy in America. Why then isn’t degrowth a global trend? 
The answer is fairly easy: because of the fear of being led 
out of our comfort zone.
 We are acutely conscious of running out of time 
and tolerance by accepting growth as the main driver in 
our lives, yet it is us who call rational and down-to-Earth 
measures such as consuming local products, recycling or 
buying lunch to this homeless guy you walk by everyday 
next to your supermarket’s entrance “utopian affabula-
tions”. “People who are idealistic are those who believe in 
growth” (V. Liegey) in the sense that new processes such 
as the rise of inequalities (denounced by scholars such as 
Thomas Piketty in his Capital in the Twenty-First Centu-
ry) or global warming (quasi unanimously highlighted 
by scientists) are shaping a new world in which unprec-
edented challenges appear. Therefore it is more trying to 
keep up with the same good ol’ methods and hoping for 
the best that seems completely out of reach. ☐
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T
oday’s youth are born into what can undoubted-
ly be considered a ‘new world.’ Brave it may be, 
but the world of ’new media’ is one littered with 
contradiction, confusion and ill-defined, and 
potentially dangerous boundaries. The last ten 
years have seen a revolution of publicized social 

media, and online conversation indiscriminately and very ef-
fectively overthrowing the old media regime. There is no more 
internal conflict. The rise of the digital age has brought about a 
specific set of problems and the power to dramatically change 
the workings of the modern political order. Looking at the force 
responsible for the Arab Spring Revolutions, #bringbackourgirls 
and #jesuischarlie – we can explore the violent change, and fore-
most contradictions, that new media has had on our political 
and public perception, and how it will effect our political order. 

 There has never been any dispute over the 
fact that public action constitutes a large part of the 
working of the democratic political system. At least for 
those that take the time to wander into a voting booth 
now and again. The digitalization of politics has lead 
to a far more immediate part to be played by the pub-
lic – as an unofficial part of the political checking pro-
cess. Social media now finds itself as an unofficial part 
of the system of political and public accountability. The 
users of Twitter, Reddit and other social media platforms 
champion themselves as the new defenders of the pub-
lic sphere. Denouncing the police as ineffective and the 
political sphere as corrupt – the Internauts are happy to 
demonstrate their collective ability to filter and locate 
information as an undisputable marker of competency. 
 Clearly, a generalization is being made here, but 
based on foremost examples it is all too easy to do. The 
paradox of the indiscriminant effectiveness of social me-
dia in that seeking to further accountability, it has had 

THE PARADOX OF NEW MEDIA: 
What it Means for Our Political Order

Joanna Lancashire
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almost the opposite effect. To provide an example, take the 
social media storm that engulfed the aftermath of the 2013 
Boston Bombings. Shortly following the horrific event of 
the Boston bombings, a social media post indicated that the 
Boston Police Department had released the names of two 
suspects in their continuing investigation.  In the conver-
sation following, it aroused suspicion that one of the sus-
pects was Brown University student Sunil Tripathi, who had 
been missing at the time for over a month and one other 
suspect. Information originating from a misinformed tweet 
from a journalist at the site of the investigation was instan-
taneously disseminated to the online community of Reddit 
(Reddit is a social media site with over 70 million users). 
Champions of justice took to the Facebook page set up in 
support by Sunil’s parents and sister with hateful messages, 
spreading now to Twitter, FourChan and Tumblr. New me-
dia had solved the crime long before any law enforcement. 
So when the information was corrected by the Boston Police 
Department; who had been forced to release the names of 
the actual suspects, and Sunil was found dead on the 23rd 
of April, the online community responded with reverent 
apologies. Somehow it seems unlikely that any of those 70 
million apologies would have been enough to console the 
Tripathi family and the last tarnishing of their son’s name. 
 Here lies a fundamental irony of social media jus-
tice. In seeking to hold accountable the legitimacy of public 
institutions, it undermines them. Public and political insti-
tutions can be forced into flippant, often dangerous deci-
sions in an effort to rectify the damage done by thought-
less users who either fail to recognize or acknowledge the 
power of exposure. The private sphere is dead. Politicians 
should cease their use of polling data– all one need is take to 
Twitter to discern the root of public perception, and acquire 
the recognition that their job may not be theirs for long. 
 The second contradiction is one of a socio-capital-
ist nature. Social media is effective and popular as a way to 
disseminate information for a number of reasons, foremost 
amongst them being its low monetary, and high political im-
pact.  Political institutions, media outlets and public insti-
tutions alike use the unique ability of widespread exposure. 
Around 40% of the world’s population now has access to the 
Internet, or around 3 billion people. In 1995, that number 
was less than 1%. Information released into the public sphere 
reaches millions of users within seconds. Faced with the 
seemingly insurmountable challenge of attempting to con-
dense an argument into the 250 characters provided, its not 
surprising to consider there are difficulties in quality control.
 There’s no denying the positive sides effects of new 
media, of course. Regions with no previous access to tech-
nology that were overshadowed by technological, and by 
extension political isolationism now have access to a much 
wider world. Students from a small village in rural Pakistan 
can now create connections with those in far different cir-
cumstances; to see outside the bubble as it were. While this 
is clearly advancement for education, it’s not necessarily in 
the interests of those in power, much less those in power in 
those countries with new access to technology. Even China, 
whose technological prowess rivals that of many countries 
in the West, has failed to suppress the uprising of ‘micro 
blogging.’ Information, and connection are instantaneous, 

and that is what makes it dangerous. Action can be organized 
with a few clicks of a keyboard – it’s not difficult to see why 
China would like to see this type of technology contained. 
 Take the Arab spring as an example – in 2011, large 
swaths of the Middle East and Northern Africa rose up in pro-
test against their dictatorial leaders, resulting in many cases with 
their overthrow. These protests were young, diverse, and public-
ly circulated to the rest of the world. Organization and dissem-
ination was done largely through Twitter and Facebook. Very 
successfully - it wasn’t just personal connections, but online 
connections that successfully mobilized the population of the 
Arab world. Uprisings were successfully accomplished in Libya, 
Egypt and Tunisia and social media was championed as the new 
spark of the modern revolution. But contrarily it can be argued 
that the instantaneous nature of social media has had a negative 
impact on the organization of social movement. Forethought is 
decreased, little prior organization, and most importantly there 
are no definitive goals. To look at Egypt and Libya now; battling 
shifts toward civil war, under attack from outside forces and spi-
raling back into corruption, this new organization of the polit-
ical system so successfully brought about by social media is by 
no means secure or defined. Unlike past social movements – the 
gender and racial inequality protests throughout the 1960s, there 
is a sharp contrast in what goals they were able to accomplish. 
 No matter what might be thought of its efficiency, social 
media is here to stay. The political world will inevitably adapt to 
a new method of politics behind the screen. Like new media 
itself however, this new political order is a two sided coin: polit-
ical action in the real world, and the voice behind the screen. ☐
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here hasn’t been a lack of 
major news events in France 
last month — including 
important local elections 
and the Germanwings 

plane crash in Seyne-les-Alpes — but most 
employees of the country’s main radio net-
work opted to not cover any of those stories.
 For the past 27 days, listeners of 
France’s most important radio network have 
been forced to make do with music instead 
of news updates because the broadcaster’s 
staff decided to go on strike over cost cuts.
 The labor dispute has led to a situ-
ation that some describe as a radio blackout 
in one of Europe’s most important coun-
tries, with dozens of national and local ra-
dio stations affected. More than 80 percent 
of all French adults listen to the radio on a 
daily basis — and whereas TV newscasts 
are losing viewers, radio stations in France 
have proven to be astonishingly resilient.
 The blackout began March 19 
amid plans of cutting more than 200 jobs at 
the network to target an expected deficit of 
$23 million this year. Radio France’s CEO, 
Mathieu Gallet, even warned that his sta-
tions could run out of money as early as this 
year if no cost-saving measures are taken.
 Mathieu Gallet, CEO of the French 
public service radio broadcasting group Ra-

dio France, speaks to journalists at the net-
work’s Paris headquarters on April 8, 2015. 
His employees, however, were shocked 
and infuriated by the announcement 
— especially because Gallet had recent-
ly spent $110,000 to renovate his office.
 Given that Radio France is a 
license-fee-financed public broadcast-
er, comparable to the radio programs 
of the BBC, the strike has a political di-
mension, as well. The French minister 
of culture, Fleur Pellerin, said last week 
that her patience was over: “This con-
flict has gone on for too long,” she said.
 Some French media reports 
have indicated that the government 
could provide additional financial assis-
tance to end the standoff, but the reports 
have yet to be confirmed. Even by French 
standards, the dispute is exceptional: 
The last major strike at Radio France 
occurred  in 2004 and lasted 18 days.
 The labor dispute is especially 
significant because radio stations are not 
only the go-to morning news source in 
France, but they also play a much larger 
political role in French society compared 
with many other countries. Frequently, 
politicians or celebrities decide to give 
exclusive interviews to the Radio France 

FRENCH PUBLIC RADIO HAS BEEN 
ON STRIKE FOR A MONTH. 
AND THAT HAS ONLY BOOSTED ITS POPULARITY.

             Rick Noack, 3A

T
          this article originally appeared in

network instead of its TV competitors.
 The network’s shutdown has iron-
ically become the lead story of most other 
media outlets in France. On Tuesday, for 
instance, the Le Monde newspaper ran an 
op-ed arguing that the strike had clearly 
shown how influential radio news bulle-
tins remain among many French, despite 
the increasing importance of online media.
 “Radio has a special status com-
pared to other media: It’s interwoven with 
our daily practices,” the paper wrote. “Ra-
dios are often the first contact with the 
outside world. They are switched at the 
same time we start making our coffee. 
Listening to radio is such an intimate ex-
perience because often we do something 
else at the same time. The radio’s silence 
has opened a hole, which is not easy to 
fill,” not even by another radio station.
 In an open letter, Radio France 
presenters recently argued that they were 
striking on behalf of their listeners: “Pub-
lic service has no vocation or possibili-
ty of being profitable… Radio France is 
a heritage to be defended just as much 
as the wood in the president’s office.”
 So far, nothing suggests that the 
strike is nearing an end, despite efforts 
of a mediator to negotiate a solution. ☐
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JEFF KOONS
Marion Lefèvre 

ue l’on aime ou que l’on méprise les immenses chiens 
colorés de Jeff Koons, issus de sa série « Celebration », 
il faut reconnaître que son œuvre fascine. La première 
rétrospective européenne majeure qui lui est consacrée 
jusqu’en avril 2015, au Centre Pompidou, a en effet 

explosé tous les compteurs, avec une moyenne de 6638 visiteurs par jours, dé-
passant des bêtes de scène comme Salvador Dali. Ses travaux, caractérisés par 
leur aspect hétéroclite et par leur démesure, sont très prisés par les quelques 
milliardaires amateurs d’art. Cette popularité se ressent à travers des prix de 
vente exorbitants : le 30 juin 2008, son œuvre Balloon Flower (Magenta) a été 
estimée à 16 343 000 € lors d’une vente aux enchères organisée à Londres par 
Christie’s. 
Si les sculptures de l’artiste sont très impressionnantes, de par leur trompeuse 
légèreté, l’exposition en elle-même peut décevoir. Malgré une rétrospective très 
complète, qui retrace fidèlement et sans longueur les différentes périodes de 
la vie de l’artiste à travers la dizaine de séries exposées (d’Inflatables à Gazing 
Ball, en passant par Equilibrium, Luxury and Degradation ou encore Antiqui-
ty), l’ensemble nous laisse sur notre faim, sans que nous réussissions réellement 
à cerner le « génie » acclamé de Koons.
L’amas hétéroclite composé d’aspirateurs Hoover, d’affiches pornographiques 
et de statues antiques auxquelles il a ajouté une étrange sphère bleu métallisé 
peut séduire - si l’on visite ces salles par pure curiosité à l’égard d’une certaine 
recherche artistique. Jeff Koons se positionne en exhibitionniste d’une société 
occidentale américanisée, où toutes les normes se mélangent (on pense à 
Michael Jackson and Bubbles, une sculpture de Michael Jackson et d’un singe 
en porcelaine dorée) et où l’antique côtoie l’ultra-moderne (on jette un œil 
à Antiquity, une série de statues antiques grecques  auxquelles il associe une 
mystérieuse sphère bleue étincelante, qui côtoie la série Hulk Elvis). Son œuvre 
s’attache à pointer du doigt les travers d’une société égocentrique et paradox-
ale: tout n’ y est que miroir et reflets -que les visiteurs utilisent ironiquement 
pour prendre des selfies par dizaines,  des affiches publicitaires chosifient l’être 
humain, des ballons de basket flottant dans des bocaux remplis d’eau matéri-
alisent un « état de repos » paradoxal… 
Jeff Koons lui-même incarne ces contradictions. Il est surnommé « ar-
tiste-businessman », « imposteur créateur » par de nombreux critiques: dans 
son atelier, à Chelsea, plus d’une centaine d’assistants travaillent les matériaux 
à sa place, réalisant les œuvres à son compte en suivant ses distantes directives, 
tandis qu’il récolte des milliers en vendant ses œuvres-produits aux riches 
amateurs d’arts occidentaux (comme le milliardaire français François Pinault). 
L’artiste néo-pop s’inspire aussi bien de Duchamp et de ses ready-mades (des 
objets du quotidien qui deviennent une œuvre d’art par simple désignation 
de l’artiste) que de la sérigraphie pop du maître Warhol et des cartoons hauts 
en couleur de Lichtenstein. Alors, art ou business model ? La question reste 
ouverte, et c’est à chacun de poser la limite, hautement controversée, entre 
les deux. Qu’il ait conscience de cette métamorphose de l’art en un business 
capitaliste et qu’il s’amuse à le traduire dans ses œuvres ou qu’il se contente de 
surfer sur la vague du succès, Jeff Koons reste un ovni dans le monde de l’art 
contemporain, à la fois témoin et preuve des mutations de ce qu’on appelle « 
art » au XXIème siècle. ☐

Q
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LE RETOUR DE LA FOLK
Julien Coquelle-Roëhm

I l fût un temps où, partant en train 
ou sur la route, descendant vers le 
sud ou remontant la route du Blues, 
une guitare dans le dos, du papier 
et des cigarettes dans la poche, les 

folksingers traditionnels se transmettaient, par tradition 
orale le plus souvent, les morceaux de leurs répertoires. 
Quand était terminé le dernier tour de chant au Gas-
light , les musiciens ayant partagé la scène pour un soir 
repartaient avec de nouvelles chansons en tête. Mettant 
leur grain de sel à chacune des complaintes qu’ils décou-
vraient, ils participaient à la construction d’un édifice 
aux nombreuses facettes, où pour chaque chanson des 
milliers de versions étaient possibles. On aurait pu 
croire qu’à l’heure du mp3 et d’Internet, ces messagers 
musicaux disparaitraient au profit des tablatures en 
ligne, mettant ainsi fin à cette tradition d’interprétation 
ancrée dans les racines de la musique américaine, et qu’à 
l’ère des synthétiseurs et des platines, la guitare folk et le 
banjo ne seraient plus que des pièces de musées. 

C’eut été sans compter sur les héritiers de cette longue 
tradition. Ceux qui, inspirés par l’écoute des perles 
enregistrées à cette période, ou d’artistes ayant amené la 
folk au grand public, ont remis au goût du jour cette in-
démodable musique, repoussant plus loin que jamais les 
frontières de son exploration en la tintant de sonorités 
inattendues.

Il nous faudrait bien plus d’un article pour répertorier 
tous les petits génies qui font vivre l’âme de la musique 
traditionnelle américaine. Certains méritent cependant 
une attention particulière, tant leur oeuvre, magistrale, 
est vibrante de l’esprit folk.
Retour sur trois d’entre eux. 

A LA CROISÉE DES CHEMINS, VALERIE JUNE 

Arrivée à Memphis à 19 ans, Valerie June y passe une 
dizaine d’années, enchaînant projets et albums auto-pro-
duits. Lorsqu’elle déménage à Brooklyn en 2011, elle 
fait une rencontre qui promet de changer sa carrière. 
Dan Auerbach, guitariste des Black Keys et producteur 
de luxe, se prend d’affection pour la jeune femme aux 
dreadlocks en bataille, et co-écrit avec elle une partie de 
son album Pushin’ Against a Stone. Cet album, com-
posé de 12 perles, est l’exemple parfait d’une rencontre 
d’influences, tant chacune d’entre elles représente une 
facette différente de la musique américaine. 
Après un Workin Woman Blues décapant où la chan-
teuse se montre digne héritière de Skip James et Robert 
Johnson, le banjo et le violon de Somebody To Love 

nous emmènent vers Nashville et Austin avec leurs so-
norités country, à l’instar de l’épique Tennessee Time et 
du dynamique On My Way. Les orchestrations modernes 
de Wanna Be On Your Mind et The Hour ressemblent à 
s’y méprendre à celles de la musique d’Amy Winehouse, 
tandis que la guitare ultra-saturée de Pushin’ Up Against 
a Stone, titre phare de l’album, est un concentré d’Auer-
bach à l’état pur. 
 
On retiendra aussi l’incroyable You Can’t be Told, dont 
les sonorités rock paraissent tout droit sorties du dan-
tesque Morrison Hotel des Doors. 

Plus qu’un album, cet opus est un voyage : Comme si 
June, après avoir sillonné l’Amérique et s’être nourrie, 
comme ses ancêtres folksingers, de chacune de ses 
rencontres musicales, avait retranscrit et revisité ses 
découvertes sur un disque. 

JESSICA PRATT, LA SIMPLICITÉ ET LA PURETÉ 

Il arrive souvent de découvrir des artistes qui nous 
impressionnent, nous en mettent plein les yeux et les 
oreilles, nous éblouissent par leur charisme. Il arrive 
aussi, parfois, de “rencontrer” des artistes qui séduisent 
et nous envoûtent en étant simplement eux mêmes, sans 
détour ni artifices. Jessica Pratt, extraterrestre de la folk 
sortie de sa chambre d’adolescente pour enregistrer son 
premier album sur une vieille console analogique, est 
l’une d’entre eux. 

Seule avec sa guitare, chantant et jouant d’un même 
élan des chansons à la simplicité bouleversante, sur des 
enregistrement plus proches du son des trésors oubliés 
de Sixto Rodriguez que du Dolby, Pratt donne envie de 
s’asseoir, un long dimanche d’hiver, pour contempler une 
ville en buvant un café. Niveau instrumental, le jeu en 
arpèges de la chanteuse n’est pas sans rappeler celui d’un 
Leonard Cohen sur Suzanne, tandis que la voix, souvent 
comparée à celle de Mitchell ou Baez, est bien difficile à 
cerner tant elle a ce on ne sait quoi d’unique. Viennent 
alors, pèle-mêle, les souvenirs de l’album de retour aux 
sources enregistré par Neil Young l’an dernier (A Letter 
Home), Goin’ to California de Led Zeppelin, mais aussi 
les débuts de Lana Del Rey, lorsque la chanteuse simple-
ment accompagnée de sa guitare se faisait encore appeler 
Lizzy Grant.

Il serait difficile de n’extraire que quelques titres de 
l’oeuvre de Pratt, tant ses deux albums semblent faits 
pour être écoutés d’une traite. Il ne reste plus, dès lors, 
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qu’à se jeter sur le sobrement intitulé Jessica Pratt et sur 
On Your Own Love Again, fermer les yeux, et laisser 
couler comme l’eau d’une fontaine cette musique rare et 
sublime.

INSIDE LLEWYN DAVIS : RETOUR AU GREENWICH 
VILLAGE

Souvent, les films musicaux se résument à des biopics 
s’apparentant à des superproductions où la musique a 
autant sa place que l’anecdote sur les divers problèmes 
de drogue, d’alcool ou de caractère de l’artiste concerné. 
Parfois, cependant, sortent des films de musiciens. C’est 
le cas du dernier film des frères Coen, Inside Llewyn 
Davis, qui suit un personnage inspiré de la légende folk 
Dave Van Ronk dans ses galères quotidiennes, dans ses 
doutes, et dans sa musique. 
Dans cette reconstitution du Greenwich Village, point 
de rencontre de la folk new-yorkaise dans les années 
1960, que Bob Dylan, qui y a fait ses armes, décrit avec 
passion dans ses Chroniques, on découvre le personnage 
d’un simple musicien, un peu perdu, qui joue chaque 
fois comme si c’était la dernière des titres tels que Dink’s 
Song ou Death of Queen Jane.  Ces chansons, chantées 
par le même Van Ronk en son temps, sont des symboles 
de la culture folk : l’une remonte au début du XXème siè-
cle, l’autre à un poème irlandais, et toutes ont été trans-
mises de musiciens en musiciens, changeant souvent de 
formes sans pour autant perdre leur essence. 

Autour du film se sont réunis de nombreux musiciens 
qui se battent pour faire vivre la folk : Marcus Mumford 
a composé le reste de la bande originale, et a lui même 
pris part au concert hommage au film qui a rassemblé, 
parmi tant d’autres, Jack White, les Punch Brothers, Patti 
Smith ou même Joan Baez. Le résultat de ce concert, An-
other Day Another Time, est un témoignage émouvant 
de la pérennité et de la vivacité de l’âme des troubadours 
des temps modernes que sont les folksingers. 

“HEY, MR TAMBOURINE MAN, PLAY A SONG FOR 
ME…”

Les artisans de la renaissance du folk sont nombreux 
et tous différents. Ensemble, ils continuent à écrire une 
mythologie commencée il y a plus d’un siècle, avec ses 
propres héros, ses histoires et ses traditions. Dans les 
années 70, Neil Young chantait “Rock n’ Roll will never 
die…”. En voyant cet artiste, quelques décennies plus 
tard, chanter Blowin’ in the Wind chaque soir pour clore 
ses concerts, on a envie de dire, à notre tour, que la folk 
music non plus ne mourra jamais… ☐
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 As a year of InDesign battles, 
pastries of appeasement, and many 
talented works from contributors all 
over campus comes to an end; we are 
grateful and sad to send off the two 
Editors-in-Chief of this year’s Sundi-
al Press. Elizabeth and Leon, thank 
you for your patience, maturity, and 
thoughtfulness throughout this year as 
we adapted and grew to a new role on 
campus. Thank you for nurturing the 
first years on staff and inaugurating us 
into Sciences Po through what amounts 
to much more than a simple one-credit 
group project. It is difficult to even real-
ize what it means for us to be assuming 
your role in the organization next year; 
but we hope that you will be proud of 
our efforts in the months to come, as 
you surely should be of your own. To 
the parting members of the Sundial’s 
Staff, we wish each one of you luck in 
the upcoming third year and hope you 
understand the significance of the mark 
you’ve left on this organization. 
 We turn now to the new, the 
emblematic theme of this issue of the 
Sundial Magazine. This year, we have 
certainly achieved our fair share of 
“new,” whether it was expected or un-
anticipated. From the website-domain 
catastrophe of September to the brand-
new version of InDesign in April, our 
team faced the challenges associated 
with an expanding campus. We are 
both proud and sorry to see the Sundial 
TV become its own organization to 
better meet the needs of the campus, 

and wish our colleagues there the best of 
luck with next year’s undertakings. 
 There is room for us to grow with 
this theme of “new” as well. Our efforts 
will increase to include the Sundial Bulle-
tin, an initiative which began this year and 
aims to keep the campus updated on one 
thematic issue per month - with plenty of 
contributions from outside the recruited 
Sundial team. This year’s executive group 
consists of a set of fresh eyes and bright 
ideas; and we are excited to tackle what 
will prove to be another growing year for 
the campus. It is our hope that the website 
will continue to generate friendly con-
troversy and debate; that the magazine 
will remain our focal and polished piece; 
and that above all, the Sundial Press will 
remain a distinguished platform on cam-
pus for the spread and collection of ideas. 
Nothing “new” in our goals; but change in 
our approach. 
 A year has passed rapidly, and the 
next will too as well. To all the first years, 
with our minds filled with summer and 
places far from cloudy Reims, we hope you 
will join us in turning and facing the new 
with you next year. 

Sarah Klena & Marion Lefèvre ☐

NEW BEGINNINGS

Editorial
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SUMMER
1

TOP 5
IDEAS FOR THIS

4

2

3

5

go phone-free for a 
week

facebook 
stalk

We know its difficult without the comforting me-
tallic feeling in your hand guiding, or more often 

distracting you in your every activity (looking at you, 
sociology lectures), but we believe in you. Instead 
of drooling over photos of what other people are 
doing, put it down, back away slowly, and realize 

that the world won’t stop turning just because you 
decide to care more about whats going on around 

you then what new and exciting colour Kim Kar-
dashian decided to dye her hair this time.

ditch the map
We all know and love the Inter-rail, but how about try-
ing something new? Get to know somewhere unknown 
through a local lens. Learn a new language (or at least 
how to say “please pass the wine”)? Maybe try a new local 
delicacy ? Just remember, when you find yourself stranded 
at a gas station in the middle of the Transylvanian country-
side, not now, but maybe in a couple hours, this will make a 
really funny story.

The Last Page

The first years are coming, and we 
all know it’s gonna happen. Just 
remember the Golden Rule: judge 
others as you would want to be 
judged.

send us your updates

The Sundial will be collecting fun anecdotes, stories of adventure, 
and chill memories from YOUR summers all throughout the months 
of June through August. Whether it’s a hilarious run-in with another 
Sciences Piste in the Marais, a big blunder made during your stage 
(you have to laugh about it to get over it!) or an accidental journey 
accross international borders while getting lost following suggestion 
#3, we’d love to include it in our first bulletin of next year. We’re such 
an international community and we are sure there will be some stories 
worth sharing by the end of the summer. Send us your photos and 
quotes (anonymously or otherwise) and see your summer fun turn into 
fall fame.

Facebook: The Sundial Press
Tweet: @theSundialPress

We’ve all been there; getting into the 
routines of mundanity, getting caught 
in the routine allure of the Golden 
Triangle (that being: home - Carre-
four -Sciences Po). After that its just a 
slippery slope  into the realms of an ac-
ademic vegetable. Summer is the time 
to shake things up and try something 
new. Try bungee jumping, zip line or 
some other extreme sport (but please, 
come back exhilarated.. and also still 
alive.) Appreciate nature on a hike 
through the wilderness, try some sort 
of new and exotic food. Shake off the 
coverings of repetition once and for all. 
You never know, you might bring the 
skill back with you.

Do something 
extreme 




